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Introduction 
 

Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) as a EURATOM Association coordinates its fusion research 

activities within the Nuclear Fusion Project (KFS). The programme is based on several insti-

tutes and is well embedded into the European fusion research structure. The major part of the 

Jülich research activities is located within the Institute of Energy and Climate Research (IEK). 

This is organized along a number of institute parts, among which fusion research is concentrat-

ed within IEK-4 Plasma Physics - the former Institute for Plasma Physics IPP – and IEK-2 Mi-

crostructure and Properties of Materials. 

The IEK-4 Plasma Physics has the largest share of scientific staff in physics and technology for 

fusion, operates the TEXTOR tokamak, performs scientific work on JET and DIII-D, supports 

the Wendelstein 7-X construction and takes up significant projects related to the development 

of ITER. IEK-2 operates the high heat flux test facilities JUDITH 1 and 2 which are installed 

inside a hot cell and in a controlled area which is licensed to operate with toxic and radiating 

materials; this group represents the materials science expertise within the Jülich fusion pro-

gramme. The Central Technology Division (ZAT) provides engineering expertise and special-

ised workshop capacities. The Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC) operates various types of 

supercomputer systems, among which one device (HPC-FF) is dedicated exclusively to fusion 

research within EFDA.  

The Association EURATOM-FZJ has very close contacts to the neighbouring EURATOM 

associations in Belgium and The Netherlands. In 1996 they together have founded the Trilat-

eral Euregio Cluster (TEC) which provides a clustering of resources in order to perform a co-

ordinated R&D programme, to operate or construct large facilities (TEXTOR, MAGNUM-

PSI), to combine different kinds of expertise and to allow for the forming of a strong partner-

ship as a consortium within the ITER construction phase. An updated TEC agreement with a 

strong emphasis on the topic "plasma-wall interactions" and the joint use of dedicated facilities 

in Jülich, Rijnhuizen (NL) and Mol (B) has been signed in 2010. 

Co-operations beyond Europe are supported by an IEA Implementing Agreement on "Plasma-

Wall Interaction in TEXTOR" together with Japan, USA and Canada, which meanwhile also 

serves as a basis for the exchange of scientists to other devices than TEXTOR. In view of the 

limited lifetime of TEXTOR and new opportunities arising from linear plasma test facilities the 

parties have agreed upon a change of name and scope: “Implementing Agreement on the De-
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velopment and Research on Plasma Wall Interaction Facilities for Fusion Reactors”. This 

change will involve a number of existing and planned linear plasma devices. The start under 

the new name and scope is planned for 2013.   

   

 
Objectives and incorporation into the research area 
 

Fusion research at FZJ is to a large extent scientifically organised along topical groups, i.e. 

plasma-wall interaction, tokamak physics, diagnostics, theory and modelling, and technology. 

These groups use a variety of different experimental facilities. Among these the most important 

machine is JET where scientists from Jülich are strongly involved, in particular in the scientific 

exploitation and also in the technical preparation of the new ITER-like wall project as well as 

in experiments addressing ELM-mitigation. Other facilities outside Jülich with participation 

from FZJ are DIII-D, PISCES-B, ASDEX-Upgrade, TS, LHD and MAST. 

FZJ operates the TEXTOR tokamak as a local facility in Jülich (IP,max = 0.8 MA, BT,max = 3.0 T, 

R = 1.75 m, a = 0.46 m, plasma volume 7 m
3
, circular cross section, toroidal graphite belt-

limiter (pumped), 16 TF coils, pulse length 12 s; auxiliary heating power: NBI co 2 MW, NBI 

counter 2 MW, ICRH 4 MW and ECRH 1 MW). 

The Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) on TEXTOR provides unique means for resonant mag-

netic perturbations: 16 helical in-vessel RMP coils with base modes of 12/4, 6/2, and 3/1, Imax 

= 15 kA as well as DC and rotating fields of up to 10 kHz. Based on these means the pro-

gramme participates in ELM-mitigation studies (joint experiments) and in the investigation of 

power exhaust in helical divertor structures in preparation of long pulse and steady-state opera-

tion in stellarators. 

For Plasma-Wall Interaction (PWI) studies a powerful PWI test facility is available on TEX-

TOR: two air-lock systems to expose movable and easily exchangeable larger scale wall com-

ponents with gas feed, external heating and active cooling under ITER-relevant parallel heat 

and particle flux densities. The system is equipped with a comprehensive in-situ set of PWI 

diagnostics.  

The former test stand for NBI heating provides a 60 keV, 70 kW hydrogen/deuterium beam on 

samples of 15x10 cm
2
 from 10 ms to 15 s duration as a high heat flux test facility (MARION). 

Possible upgrades for the test of larger components and more flexibility inside the target cham-

ber are anticipated. 

In addition the programme is supported by a variety of smaller laboratory devices: a tandem 

accelerator device for the quantitative determination of surface material compositions (NRA, 

RBS), dedicated laboratory devices for in-situ PWI simulation and analysis (TOF-SIMS) and 

various devices for the plasma assisted preparation of fusion relevant layers and coatings, and a 

"mirror laboratory" for the characterisation and analysis of experiments with plasma facing 

optical mirrors in tokamaks. 

The special expertise of FZJ in fusion technology is manifested by major engineering projects: 

concept development, design, construction and installation of the TEXTOR tokamak including 
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various major upgrades and recently the design, layout, manufacturing and assembly of the 

superconducting bus-bar system for Wendelstein 7-X, design and procurement for a bulk tung-

sten plasma facing component for the new JET divertor and the design and procurement for the 

target station of the new experiment Magnum-PSI at FOM. FZJ has taken up substantial new 

projects for the development of ITER, based on special national funding. The task comprises 

R&D and design work for the CXRS diagnostic port plug system, the development of a new 

laser-based diagnostic system for Tritium retention, and the construction of a fast disruption 

mitigation valve.  

FZJ operates the high heat flux test facilities JUDITH 1 and JUDITH 2. These electron beam 

facilities are capable to deliver ITER- and DEMO-relevant quasi-stationary heat fluxes with 

loaded areas of up to 50 x 50 cm
2 

and transient thermal load tests on a millisecond time scale 

with energy densities in the MJ/m
2
 range to simulate Edge Localized Modes, plasma disrup-

tions, and vertical displacement events. A unique feature of this test equipment is the operation 

inside a hot cell which allows for the testing of neutron irradiated and toxic materials such as 

Beryllium and Tritium-containing samples.  

The Jülich Supercomputing Centre JSC operates a dual super computing system (both: general 

purpose and massive parallel architectures) and hosts the first dedicated European Supercom-

puter for Fusion HPC-FF (100 Teraflop/s), which started operation in 2009 under an EFDA 

Implementing Agreement. HPC-FF is embedded into the European theory and modelling activ-

ities, such as the EU-ITM task force, and it also serves as a training platform for the Petaflop 

Computer for ITER, as part of the Broader Approach agreement between Europe and Japan. 

The Helmholtz Association's (HGF) fusion activities are based on the European fusion research 

programme. The following Helmholtz Centres are involved: Max Planck Institute of Plasma 

Physics (IPP, Garching and Greifswald), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), and For-

schungszentrum Jülich (FZJ). In HGF the research is organised along the topics: a) stellarator 

research, b) tokamak physics – ITER and beyond, c) fusion technology for ITER, d) fusion 

technology after ITER, e) plasma-wall interaction, and f) plasma theory. This report presents 

results having been achieved by FZJ in the year 2011. 

The report follows the main topical groups in FZJ: Plasma-Wall Interactions, Tokamak Phys-

ics, Fusion Technology, Diagnostics and Heating and Theory and Modelling. Additional re-

ports are given on the Characterization of Materials and Components under High Heat Loads 

and Plasma Exposure which describes the start of one of the major changes anticipated for fu-

sion research in FZJ and is related to the new Hot Materials Laboratory. Two chapters address 

the specific contributions to the construction of ITER and new plans about the scientific con-

tribution of FZJ to the exploitation of Wendelstein 7-X. The report about the operation of the 

HPC-FF is very short since the main report is given within the EFDA Implementing Agree-

ment. 
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Plasma-Wall Interactions (PWI) is one of the major critical issues on the way to a continuously 
working fusion power plant. For a fusion-plasma the PWI processes are indispensable for re-
moving the heating power and the fusion product helium from the burning plasma. The plas-
ma-wall contact and the associated erosion processes leading to impurity production must be 
compatible with a sufficiently low core impurity concentration. The lifetime of wall compo-
nents is determined by erosion and deposition processes. The long term retention of fuel (in 
particular tritium) is governed by PWI processes. In general, the availability of a fusion power 
plant is largely determined by PWI.  

PWI depends on both, the near wall plasma properties (temperature, density, magnetic configu-
ration) and the material properties (e.g. surface layer, heat conductivity, sputter yield, hydrogen 
and helium uptake, thermo-mechanical).  

The present activities in FZJ are largely focussed on the urgent PWI-questions as defined by 
the EFDA Task Force PWI within the EU fusion programme (http://www.efda-taskforce-
pwi.org), the Power Plant Physics and Technology Activities (PPP&T) under EFDA and the 
International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) under the umbrella of the ITER organization.  

 

Erosion, Deposition and Fuel Retention 
Tungsten erosion and transport studies  

The erosion behaviour of W has been analysed under TEXTOR limiter conditions, in the linear 
plasma facility PSI-2 and in the JET tokamak by spectroscopic means and weight loss (PSI-2). 

In TEXTOR the erosion of a W test limiter was studied spectroscopically under various plasma 
conditions and the conversion of the photon fluxes of neutral W lines was performed with the 
aid of inverse photon efficiencies. The transport of sputtered tungsten has been modelled with 
ERO and resulting light emission has been compared with the experiment. Figure 1 shows the 
2D distribution of modelled WI (400.9 nm) emission and a comparison of modelled and meas-
ured radial emission profile, exemplarily for certain plasma condition (50 eV at LCFS). For the 
ionisation of tungsten rate coefficients recently calculated with GKU have been used. The 
modelled W penetration depth is about 2-3 times smaller than the experimentally observed one. 
As the penetration of eroded carbon can be reproduced quite well using established atomic data 
(not shown here) it is speculated that the GKU calculations overestimate the ionisation of tung-
sten. The ERO modelling confirms that the major migration mechanism of tungsten is via 
prompt re-deposition. The modelled amount of re-deposition relative to sputtered tungsten is 
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about 60% for the parameter range studied, which is in good agreement with earlier experi-
mental observations.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Modelled 2D distribution of WI light emission from sputtered tungsten from a test 
limiter exposed to the edge plasma of TEXTOR and comparison of observed and mod-

elled radial WI emission profiles. 

 

Photon efficiencies were determined independently with local WF6 injection to realise a con-
trollable W source. The velocities of injected and sputtered W differ by a factor of 3 as the 
analysis of the penetration depth shows, while the line ratios for different WI lines are compa-
rable. Also, the level population of the presented lines are independent of the release process 
and mainly determined by the plasma parameters. This shows that the effective S/XB values 
measured from WF6 injection can be applied to sputtering experiments to determine absolute 
W fluxes. Figure 2 shows the measured S/XB values (inverse photon efficiency) from TEX-
TOR for WI at 400.9 nm together with other experiments. Typical values at Te = 40 eV were 
determined to be about 40 for WI (400.88 nm) and about 500 for WI (522.47 nm). Results 
from GKU calculations (also shown in figure 2) yield systematically larger S/XB values com-
pared to the measurements at electron temperatures larger than about 10 eV. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 Effective photon efficiencies for 
WI line emission (400.9 nm) obtained 
in TEXTOR WF6 injection together 
with data from other experiments 
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Tracer injection experiments 

To study local material migration and re-erosion of re-deposited material, further tracer exper-
iments have been carried out with 13C marked methane injection through TEXTOR test limit-
ers. The experiments aimed to study the influence of impact energy (applying local biasing) 
and impinging flux (local injection rate) of depositing particles on the resulting deposition. 
Biasing increases the 13C deposition by a factor of ~6. Reducing the injection rate by a factor of 
ten increases the 13C deposition by about a factor of two. However, ERO modelling shows that 
enhanced re-erosion of re-deposits is still necessary to reproduce the measured 13C deposition 
efficiencies. The experiments clearly show the influence of impact energy and depositing flux, 
which helps to get deeper understanding of the mechanism responsible for enhanced re-
erosion. 

Injection of WF6 through a specially designed test limiter with a step near the injection location 
to provide plasma-shadowed area has been performed. First analysis shows enriched tungsten 
deposition within the shadowed area indicating that enhanced re-erosion is specific mechanism 
at plasma-wetted locations. This is supported by former studies showing that the deposition of 
W from injected WF6 at plasma-wetted areas can only be reproduced by ERO applying en-
hanced re-erosion.    

 

Analysis of castellated surface structures 

In 2011 activities were concentrated on modelling of power handling and impurity deposition 
in order to select an optimum geometry of the castellation for a new ITER W-divertor. As a 
result of these studies, a new shape of castellated cells was proposed. According to the thermal 
response analysis performed with ANSYS code for conventional and shaped castellation, a 
new shape demonstrates the superior thermal response allowing operation of even misaligned 
shaped castellation at 20 MW/m2 of steady-state thermal load. Simulations with the Monte-
Carlo code 3D-GAPS together with the PIC code SPICE2 addressed the issue of layer deposi-
tion within these optimized castellations compared to conventional ones. 

In TEXTOR experiments with specially designed test limiters consisting of a gap with a QMB 
mounted at the gap bottom have been carried out. Modelling with the 3D-GAPS code repro-
duces the measured deposition on the gap bottom demonstrating the predictive capabilities of 
this code.  

 
Dust production  

Dust can have severe impact on machine performance since the accumulation of tritium in dust 
represents a safety issue, a possible reaction of dust with air and steam imposes an explosion 
hazard and the penetration of dust into the core plasma may degrade plasma performance by 
increasing radiative losses. In 2011, carbon flake-like dust, carbon spherical dust along with 
tungsten dust has been launched into the edge plasma of TEXTOR during the ramp-up phase of 
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plasma-current, several tens of milliseconds after the breakdown. Immediately after launch, 
dust dominates both core and edge plasma parameters, but the effect of dust on edge and core 
plasma parameters vanished after about 100 ms. In the discharge no noticeable increase of car-
bon and tungsten concentrations in the core plasmas was detected suggesting a prompt 
transport of dust to the nearby plasma-facing components without further residence in the 
plasma. 

 

Material mixing 

In ITER the use of three plasma wall materials (C, Be, W) will lead to a material mixing process, 
in particular in net deposition areas, such as the inner divertor or the divertor dome region. This 
mixing can lead to new physical behaviour, such as possible alloy formation (e.g. Be with W) 
resulting in a different material behaviour (e.g. reduction of the melting point) and influences in 
particular the possible retention of tritium by co-deposition in these mixed layers. 

In TEXTOR the mixing of W and C by co-deposition and the incorporation of hydrogen has 
been studied (figure 3). Co-deposited layers with 200nm thickness and 80% C and 20% W have 
been produced. The deuterium retention peaks at the interlayer of the deposit while the bulk of 
the mixed deposit contains only a smaller amount of D.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Experiment used in TEXTOR to promote co-
deposition of W , C and D in a mixed layer, simulating condi-
tions in ITER with C and W. 

 

 

Life time estimations of ITER blanket modules 

ERO modelling of erosion and deposition has been performed for the blanket module BM11 
(located at the upper part of the ITER device), which is expected to experience maximal ero-
sion compared to the other modules. Two ‘extreme’ steady state scenarios (high and low densi-
ty cases – ‘HDC’ and ‘LDC’) have been considered based on official ITER documentation. As 
experimental sputter yields for beryllium vary by order(s) of magnitude, low (ERO-min) and 
high (ERO-max) limiting fits for sputtering yields have been assumed based on TriDyn and 
Molecular Dynamics simulations. In the relevant energy range they differ by a factor of about 
3-5.  Figure 4 shows the resulting toroidal profile of net erosion and net-deposition rate along 
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BM11 for the high density case. At the location of maximum net-erosion, the erosion rate is 
between 0.02mm/h and 0.08 mm/h corresponding to low and high limit of sputtering yield. 
This results in an estimated life between 1100 and 4200 ITER discharges.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Modelled net erosion/deposition profile along ITER blanket module 
BM11 for lower and upper estimation of beryllium sputtering yield. 

 

 

Tungsten beyond operational limits 
Tungsten will be used as plasma facing armour-material for the ITER divertor and is also the 
most promising option for the first wall of DEMO. However, use of metallic PFCs (e.g. W) 
imposes constraints on power handling due to possible melting by uncontrolled thermal loads. 
The resulting damage may hamper subsequent operation due to reduced thermo-mechanical 
resilience of the re-solidified surface and can also lead to increased erosion and thus increased 
radiation cooling of the core plasma by influx of high-Z impurities.  

The behaviour of molten and melting W has been investigated in TEXTOR and in a multi-
machine comparison including ASDEX Upgrade and Alcator C-Mod. 

During steady state plasmas at TEXTOR 2 mm thick, thermally insulated W-plates were ex-
posed to the edge causing roughly 20 MW/m2 to impinge on the surface. The nature of melt 
layer motion was identified to be dominated by j×B forces caused by thermo-electric emission 
moving the melt perpendicular to the magnetic field. This causes a strong re-distribution of 
molten material and re-solidification into hill-like structures now even more exposed to the 
heat flux (Fig.5). With a melt layer of roughly 1 mm depth castellation can be bridged and 
strong changes to the material structure occur. Subsequent tests under transient conditions 
show a strong deterioration in terms of power handling, crack behaviour and performance un-
der thermal cycling.  

The power-handling of pre-damaged components is severely degraded due to the hill-like 
structures developed due to melt re-distribution as well as changes to the material structure by 
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re-solidifying and re-crystallizing the original material. Melting of W seems highly unfavoura-
ble and needs to be avoided or controlled especially in light of uncontrolled transients and mis-
aligned wall components.  

While melting in the limiter geometry at TEXTOR is rather quiescent causing no severe impact 
on plasma operation, exposure in the divertors of AUG and C-Mod shows significant impact 
on operation, leading to subsequent radiation collapse. Additional differences include the im-
pact of plasma pressure during impinging ELM heat and particle loads and thus additional ma-
terial loss mechanisms. 

Experiments at ASDEX Upgrade aim at the understanding of potential amelioration of melt 
damage by exposing leading edges to high heat flux in the outer divertor. No benign smoothing 

of leading edges, recovery from melt damage, but also 
no onset of a cascade failure, has been observed so far. 
These studies will be continued. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Surface pattern of a W surface molten in one 
TEXTOR shot (red) compared with modelling 
using the MEMOS code (black, Bazylev, KIT) 
 

 
Mirrors for spectroscopy under erosion and deposition conditions 
Mirrors positioned near first wall structures are inevitable to ensure an adequate diagnostic of 
plasma properties. Like other wall elements, these mirrors are subject to erosion and material 
deposition which degrades their performance.  The physical conditions of these processes, their 
influence on the mirror performance and possible mitigation and cleaning techniques are under 
investigation.  

An impact of the thermo-oxidation wall conditioning technique on the performance of diagnos-
tic mirrors was studied in the DIII-D tokamak. Diagnostic mirrors made from copper and mo-
lybdenum were installed at several locations in DIII-D and exposed during an O-bake experi-
ment. The results show that the reflectivity of all mirrors exposed was degraded after oxygen 
exposure (Fig.6). The highest degradation of reflectivity was exhibited by the copper mirrors. 
As was expected, the oxidation intensified with an increase of temperature.  

The applicability of the thermo-oxidation as wall conditioning technique for ITER is yet under 
discussion. However, the risk of un-intentional thermo-oxidation during so-called LOss of 
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Vacuum Accident (LOVA) cannot be neglected at any circumstances. During LOVA, oxygen 
will be in a direct contact with hot surfaces in a tokamak.  

 

 

 

 

Fig 6 Specular reflectivity of a Mo-mirror before and 
after exposure to O-baking in the DIII-D tokamak.  

 

 
Exploration of the ITER-like wall project in JET 
The installation of the ITER-like wall in JET has been completed mid of 2011 and operation 
started in August with strong contributions from FZJ mainly via the Task Forces E1 and E2 (see 
also http://www.jet.efda.org/ and http://users.jet.efda.org/tfwiki/index.php/Main_Page).  

Besides the completion of the wall itself some new major diagnostics have also been installed 
under the leadership of FZJ in 2011: a new divertor observation endoscope and an improved 
spectroscopic observation system for observation of the Be-wall and the W-divertor. 

During the first operational phase we focussed on the analysis of impurities, such as Be, O, C 
and W in the main chamber and inside the divertor. Standard discharges have been repeated 
routinely showing that with the ITER-like wall the C-content decreases by about one order of 
magnitude. Also some reduction in O is observed, despite a significant vacuum leak in JET. 
Divertor spectroscopy confirms that W-erosion is determined largely by impurity sputtering. 

At the main wall the Be-erosion is strong under low density conditions, which is due to self- 
sputtering. The sputter yields decrease sharply with increasing plasma density. This behaviour 
has been reproduced with the ERO code.  

Most important, with the ITER-like wall the long-term fuel retention has been decreased by 
about one order of magnitude, while the dynamic short term retention in the Be-walls is in-
creased.  
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Fig 7 Fuel retention rate in various discharge condi-
tions with the new ITER-like wall compared with 
the previous full C-walls  

 

 

The disruption behaviour under new wall conditions has been analysed and compared with that 
under C-wall conditions. It has been found that the new materials of the ITER-like wall have 
significant impact on the disruption process. The results show a much lower radiation level 
during disruptions than under the old wall conditions. This results in slower current quench 
rates and accordingly a significant amount of magnetic energy is being dissipated in form of 
heat flux to the main chamber wall. This has led to a significant increase of the maximum peak 
temperatures at the Be-walls during disruptions. This finding now calls for an efficient and 
reliable disruption mitigation system, in particular in view of the future ITER operation. 
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The activities of the Tokamak Physics Topical Group are strongly focused on areas where 

TEXTOR has unique characteristics and can make significant contributions for next generation 

fusion experiments, e.g. ITER, and improve physics understanding. The dynamic ergodic di-

vertor (DED) is a unique tool to apply and study the effects of (rotating) resonant magnetic 

perturbations (RMP) with emphasis on the physics of field penetration, the applicability of 

RMPs to mitigate disruptions, the effect of RMPs on plasma rotation and edge turbulence, and 

the interaction of RMPs with plasma instabilities. Disruption studies in 2011 aimed at the char-

acterisation of runaway electron beams and the exploration of massive gas injection to suppress 

or mitigate the effects of runaway electrons. The good accessibility and a set of complementary 

turbulence diagnostics (electric probes, spectrometry, reflectometry) allowed detailed investi-

gations of turbulence properties at the plasma edge. 

 

Disruption Studies 

Energy of Runaway Electrons in TEXTOR Disruptions 

During tokamak disruptions large electric fields occur due to a quick cooling of the plasma. 

These fields are capable of detaching plasma electrons from the thermal distribution and of 

accelerating them to energies of several tens of MeV. Those electrons, commonly known as 

runaway electrons (RE), present a threat for the machine as they can be dumped to the vessel 

wall or plasma facing components quite locally and hence cause severe damages. 

A reciprocating probe for calorimetric measurements of the RE energy in TEXTOR disruptions 

was developed. The design is based on simulations of the energy deposition of a RE beam us-

ing the Geant4 code. The probe head consists of a sandwich of materials: two 4 mm thick slabs 

of a carbon fibre composite (CFC) shield the inner probe parts against the thermal plasma in 

the direction of impinging electrons and ions respectively. The inner probe parts are designed 

to stop the RE which traverse the CFC: a 35 mm thick slab of fine grain graphite and a 6 mm 

thick slab of molybdenum. The heating of the two slabs due to the impact of the RE is meas-

ured by several thermocouples at different positions in the materials.  

A typical RE plateau current of 100 kA was found to contain 30 to 35 kJ of RE energy at 

TEXTOR. The scaling of the RE energy with the RE current and thus the number of generated 

RE is linear. The energy deposited in the probe by RE decreases linearly with increasing radial 

probe position. The dependencies of the RE current on the toroidal magnetic field and the 
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plasma current could be reproduced for the RE energy. The maximum fraction of converted 

pre-disruptive magnetic plasma energy into RE energy was found at 26 %. 

Impact of Runaway Electrons on a Test Limiter in TEXTOR 

A fast infra-red camera was used to analyse the temporal and spatial heat flux distribution dur-

ing the runaway electron impact on a spherical test limiter in TEXTOR. The generation of run-

away electrons was triggered with an injection of about 10
21

 argon atoms using the small Dis-

ruption Mitigation Valve (DMV). With a pre-programmed manipulation of the radial magnetic 

field the runaway beam was guided onto the limiter. The aim of these experiments was the 

characterisation of deposition of the RE energy. It was found that the energy deposition is lo-

calised to a spot of roughly 1 cm
2
. Figure 1 (top) shows temperature profiles over the limiter in 

toroidal direction. A strong rise of the temperature in the middle of the limiter up to 4000°C is 

observed when the RE beam hits the surface. In contrast to conductive thermal loads during the 

thermal quench, the maximum temperature rise is around the limiter tip, because of the deep 

penetration of high energy electrons. The energy being deposited amounts to 3 kJ, which is 

only 11% of the total runaway beam energy. This 

results from the beam moving away from the limiter 

after a short time. From the RE loss the average kinet-

ic energy of the RE hitting the limiter can be estimat-

ed to be ~4 MeV, which is consistent with measure-

ments of the calorimeter probe. 

Figure 1 (bottom) shows dT/dt profiles for several 

time steps which are proportional to the heat flux. 

Here we can determine a radial decay length of the 

profile which is in the range of 0.5-0.7 mm. This is of 

the order of the Larmor radius ~1 mm of the RE. In 

comparison, the heat flux decay length of thermal 

electrons is about 7-10 mm. Thus, runaway electrons 

can cause significant local melting at already relative-

ly low energies. 

 

Figure 1 (top) Temperature profiles and (bottom) dT/dt profiles in toroidal direction over the limiter 

surface for different time steps during the phase when the RE beam touches the limiter. 
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TEXTOR Experiments with a New Disruption Mitigation Valve 

The experiments at TEXTOR with the newly installed, 

larger valve comprise pressure scans for helium, neon 

and argon with ohmic plasmas as well as scans of the 

safety factor, the heating power. Operation of both 

valves installed in TEXTOR was aiming at quantifying 

the fuelling efficiency during the current quench and at 

mitigating the impact of an already existing runaway 

beam. The original valve at TEXTOR positioned at the 

top of the machine was used to initiate the disruption 

by the injection of helium at 25 bar pressure. The new 

valve was triggered during this disruption at different 

times to inject helium at 100 bar. It was found that in-

jection during the current quench can still accelerate 

the current decay. This is most likely related to a non-

negligible fuelling efficiency during the current 

quench.  

Figure 2 Injection of neon into existing 

 runaway beam. Blue, black – reference  

without injection, red – injection of 10 bar  

Ne, green – injection of 78 bar Ne. 

 

Runaway disruptions were provoked by the injection of small amounts of argon using the old 

valve in top of the torus. The new valve was used to inject gas into the runaway plateau phase 

20 ms after the trigger of the first valve. Figure 2 shows the injection of neon into a runaway 

beam. The blue and black lines are references without second gas injection. The ECE diagnos-

tic is measuring non-thermal emission in the early phase of the runaway plateau coming from 

low energy REs. The injection of neon causes a fast decay in the current, however, a significant 

increase of the neutron rate is observed simultaneously. The total neutron count does not 

change compared to reference disruptions with similar runaway current. 

 

Field Penetration of Resonant Magnetic Perturbations 

Modelling of ELMs with a Current Taylor Relaxation Model on TEXTOR Limiter 

H-Mode 

Investigation of the multi-resonant structure, previously observed in the safety factor depend-

ence on ELM frequency in JET, is performed by a similar scan of safety factor verses ELM 

frequency in a limiter H-mode on TEXTOR. The safety factor was altered by varying the 

plasma current or the toroidal magnetic field.  

A large dependence of the ELM frequency on the density was observed. This is likely to be 

through the subsequent change in collisionality affecting the edge current density, suggesting 
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that it is very small in TEXTOR. An extra dependence was observed in the ELM frequencies 

when changing the safety factor by the plasma current rather than the toroidal magnetic field. 

This effect is not seen on the JET tokamak as in that case the bootstrap current will dominate 

and changes to the plasma current will have little effect. This reinforces the idea that TEXTOR 

has a low edge current. Although the clear trough-like structure of the JET results was not seen, 

the TEXTOR observations still point towards a multi-resonant nature when the spread of ELM 

frequencies is analysed.  

An extended Taylor relaxation model gives a possible explanation for the TEXTOR results. As 

the edge current decreases the multi-resonant structure appears through a term in the peeling 

stability condition associated with the distance of the plasma edge to the nearest available reso-

nant surface. However, if the edge current keeps decreasing the multi-resonant structure will 

become even more detailed giving a noisy appearance to the dependence. This would then ex-

plain the observations on TEXTOR and the difference from the JET results. 

Figure 3 Measurement vs. calculation of the perturbation field in the plasma edge showing the screen-

ing current. 

Plasma Response and Field Penetration 

The plasma response to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) has been investigated experi-

mentally using the fast movable magnetic probe on TEXTOR. Linear and non-linear plasma 

responses are observed, depending on parameters of the perturbation field and location of the 

resonant surface. A much stronger resonant effect is observed in the +5 kHz ac RMP case due 

to a smaller frequency difference between MHD frequency and the RMP rotation frequency. 

Profiles of the poloidal component of the response field are shown in figure 3, showing that 
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plasma response can significantly change the plasma edge field from the vacuum calculation. 

Based on the plasma response data presented here, the vacuum assumption, which is nowadays 

both the leading theory to explain the ELM control and the principle to design the ITER RMP 

coil system, has to be considered cautiously, e.g. the island is strongly suppressed in the 

screening case. The plasma response, both the screening effect and the mode penetration have 

to be taken into account.  

Modelling of Neoclassical Toroidal Viscosity (NTV) 

By comparison of numerical and analytical results for the neoclassical toroidal viscosity, the 

boundary condition in the pitch angle space as well as the NTV contribution from trapped elec-

trons in the low collisionality case were found to be important. The non-resonant magnetic 

braking has been experimentally studied on JET and TEXTOR. The collisionality dependence 

of the braking torque has been reproduced by the NTV torque modelling including the trapped 

electron effect. The amplitude of the NTV torque was found to have a strong dependence on 

the plasma response. There is no obvious braking effect on TEXTOR with n = 2 resonant mag-

netic perturbations, consistent with the NTV modelling. 

 

Investigations of Turbulence 

Long Range Correlation and Geodesic Acoustic Mode Measurements with Cor-

relation Reflectometry 

Using the second mid-plane antennae measurements of long range correlations (LRC) for the 

spatial separation ∆θ = 100 deg and ∆φ = 112.5 deg are performed together with radial correla-

tion measurements. The results confirm the LRC for geodesic acoustic modes (GAM). No oth-

er turbulent structures are observed. Utilising the combination of LRC and radial correlations it 

is found that the maximum in the squared coherence is shifted by several millimetres. This in-

dicates a radial propagation of the GAM. Parameter dependence is studied as well and showed 

that the radial correlation of the GAM decreases with increasing density. 

The local safety factor has been calculated from the measured delay time of top and mid-plane 

antennae combinations having the same ∆θ and ∆φ. One result of the investigations is the ex-

istence of an additional inclination of turbulent eddies which depends on the poloidal angle. At 

the top position the inclinations is small and on the LFS it has a maximum. Nevertheless the 

method seems to have the potential not only to measure the local q but in addition to give in-

formation on mode structure and island width as well. 

Properties of rotation and turbulence have been measured during the application of resonant 

magnetic perturbations using the DED in 3/1 configuration. The plasma rotation at reflection 

layer decreases from v⊥ = 3.6 kms
−1

 to v⊥ = 2.2 kms
−1

 at 0.5 kA dc operation of the DED, but 

application of a rotating RMP field yields a spin up of the rotation by ≈ 20% for +5 kHz and an 

unchanged rotation for the -5 kHz case. Already with small amounts of dc current the turbu-

lence, especially the quasi coherent mode and the GAM amplitude in the Fourier spectrum, 

decreases. A change in the radial correlation length is not found. However the radial propaga-
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tion or the radial inclination of the turbulence is reduced. This result shows that already small 

perturbations act on the turbulence properties and therefore can change local transport proper-

ties. 

Turbulence and GAM Behaviour with DED 

Turbulence and Geodesic Acoustic Modes (GAMs) are believed to form a self-regulating sys-

tem in tokamak plasmas. The Li-BES diagnostic on TEXTOR provides the possibility of de-

tecting both of these elements in the edge 6-7 cm layer of the plasma, albeit GAM measure-

ment assumes the presence of the so-called Quasi-Coherent mode (QC) turbulence in TEX-

TOR. The Li-BES GAM data showed excellent correlation with probe measurements around 

the LCFS and reflectometry results deeper in the plasma. In 2011 changes in turbulence and 

GAMs were studied in detail when static DED perturbation were applied to the plasma. 

Without DED a radially extended QC mode is seen and the GAM frequency changes nearly 

linearly with radius from 10 kHz at the LCFS to about 15 kHz at about 6 cm inside. With even 

0.2 kA perturbation the QC mode starts to be squeezed towards the LCFS followed by an ap-

proximately constant 10 kHz GAM. Deeper the GAM frequency still increases up to about 15 

kHz. At 0.6 kA DED perturbation two distinct DED layers appear: one at the edge and another 

one deeper in the plasma separated by an about 2 cm quiet zone. At this stage GAMs are not 

detected by Li-BES but there is indirect evidence from background light modulation that a 20 

kHz narrow peak (that is weakly damped) GAM is present somewhere else in the plasma. At 

0.8 kA perturbation a 18 kHz weakly damped GAM is clearly resolved at about 6 cm inside 

from the LCFS. From the background light there is evidence for both this 18 kHz feature and 

another well separated 20 kHz peak not seen in the range of the Li-BES system. 

Dynamics of the Edge Density Profile and Turbulence at the Limiter H-Mode 

Transition and ELMs 

The edge plasma turbulence was measured by the Li-BES diagnostic from the Ohmic phase 

through the NBI heated L phase finally to the limiter H-mode. In the Ohmic plasma turbulence 

shows a broad peak in the frequency spectrum (Quasi-coherent mode, QC) and turbulence 

events are localized to a few cm radial range. As soon as NBI heating is applied turbulence 

characteristics change. Fluctuations show radially extended events (resembling avalanches) 

which clearly modulate the radiation from the SOL as well. No QC mode is seen, the sharp 

jumps in the signal result in a broad frequency spectrum. At the L-H transition turbulence 

drops within 100 microseconds at low frequencies, below 30 kHz and remains in this state dur-

ing the inter-ELM periods. The mean frequency spectrum during the H-mode (including 

ELMs) is very similar to the NBI heated L-mode. 

After the turbulence suppression a density pedestal develops on a millisecond (transport) time-

scale. ELMs are often preceded by a short 30-50 kHz precursor seen only at the steep part of 

the pedestal growing in amplitude within 2-3 periods that is on ideal MHD timescale. This is 

followed by a collapse of the density profile on a 10 microsecond timescale and ejection of 

dense plasma into the scrape-off layer. Multiple plasma ejections are usually seen but individu-
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al filaments are only marginally resolved probably due to the cm scale resolution of the diag-

nostic. After the ELM the density pedestal recovers on a millisecond timescale similarly to the 

L-H transition. 

Observation of Geodesic Acoustic Modes (GAMs) and Their Radial Propagation 

at the Edge of TEXTOR Tokamak 

Long-range correlations in electrostatic potential and density fluctuations have been measured 

at the edge of the TEXTOR tokamak by two toroidally distant Langmuir probe arrays. The 

geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) zonal flows are observed in potential fluctuations with a toroi-

dal and poloidal symmetric structure. The GAM frequency varies monotonically with the local 

temperature and is close to the frequency-dispersion predicted by theory. Bi-spectral analysis 

reveals clear non-linear coupling between the GAM and broadband ambient turbulence. The 

GAM packet has a narrow radial extent with kr ~ (0.5-0.7) cm
-1

 and exhibits explicitly a radial-

ly outward propagation. Furthermore, the radial correlation structure of GAMs and their radial 

propagation have been investigated in a wide range of parameters by varying plasma density 

and edge safety factor. It is found that the magnitude of the GAM correlations reduces remark-

ably with the increase of the plasma density as approaching to the density-limit, while the radi-

al wavelength of GAMs only decreases slightly in higher density and larger q(a) discharges. 

With increasing plasma density the radial propagating speed of GAMs is strongly reduced, 

which might be linked to the drop of the local temperature. The results therefore provide new 

evidence on the propagation properties of GAM zonal flows. 

Tilting and Breaking of Turbulent Eddies 

It is well known that turbulent transport can be reduced significantly in the presence of sheared 

flows due to their shearing effects on turbulent eddies, as predicted by theories . Experimental-

ly, visualizing the predicted tilting of convective cells, and eventually their break-up once the 

shear flows reach certain critical values, has been a challenge for experimentalists to critically 

test the shear de-correlation model put forward more than 20 years ago. Quantifying the im-

portance of eddy tilting on turbulent flow generation mechanisms is an active area of research. 

However, up to now there was no direct experimental evidence of eddy breaking by sheared 

flows in fusion plasmas. Here we report the direct evidence of eddy breaking by sheared flows 

observed by a two- dimensional (2D) gas-puff imaging diagnostic in the TEXTOR tokamak.  

Figure 4 shows two sets of images in two different shots (type (i) and type (ii)), each with an 

exposure time of 6 μs. Each image covers an area of 12 × 12 cm
2
 in the radial versus poloidal 

plane. The vertical green dashed line denotes the position of the last closed flux surface. As we 

are interested only in turbulent behaviour, we subtract the time-averaged mean values from the 

light intensity detected at each pixel for every image. The fluctuating light intensity is scaled 

by the colour bar at the right side and the turbulence eddy (coherent) structures can be seen in 

red colour (positive values). Here, we characterize each eddy structure by the local maximum 

of the light intensity in the contour plot of the image. 
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Figure 4 Time sequences of images, showing the influence of Er × B sheared flows on tilting and 

breaking the turbulence eddy at the edge of the TEXTOR tokamak for two different types: (i) the eddy 

structure is tilted only in the poloidal direction by a weak flow shearing; (ii) the eddy structure is tilted 

and broken by a strong flow shearing. 
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On the way towards commercial power generation from nuclear fusion, many challenges in 
terms of fusion technology have to be met in addition to understanding physics aspects of 
fusion relevant plasmas.  

The scope of fusion technology is to deal with engineering science and technology aspects of 
fusion experiments.  

Challenges met at FZJ are development of systems and components that 

• Simultaneously allow for precise alignment, removal of nuclear heat, auxiliary 
heating in absence of nuclear heat, stability of position and shape under thermal 
and mechanical loads; 

• Use suitable materials and joining techniques that combine maximum thermal 
coupling with minimal mechanical coupling of components while withstanding 
thermal and nuclear loads; 

• Can be moved by actuator mechanisms compatible with ultrahigh vacuum; 
• Minimize shock loads caused by transient magnetic fields; 
• Survive the experiment’s life time without maintenance or allow for repair or 

replacement by remote handling techniques; 
• Move probe heads into the plasma and allowing for their quick replacement 

without breaking the experiment’s vacuum. 

The development processes cover phases such as concept, design, manufacturing, testing, and 
commissioning of new experimental devices, as well as operation and upgrade of existing 
experimental devices. The selection and implementation of common tools and standards 
required for technology projects is also part.  

Specific competences developed at FZJ over many years comprise fields like 

• Concept development of components for fusion experiments; 
• 3D-CAD design of complex structures; 
• Analytic and numeric simulation of structural, thermal, and electro-magnetic 

problems including coupled field analysis; 
• Prototyping and experimental evaluation of components; 
• Software development on different platforms and operating systems; 
• Quality management. 

These are complemented by collaboration with universities, international research labs, and 
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industry. 

Fusion technology at FZJ contributes to various fusion experiments. Highlights from 2011 
concerning the fusion experiments ITER, Wendelstein 7-X, JET and the material test facilities 
PSI-2 and MAGNUM are presented here. 

 

Concept development for a plasma diagnostic system for ITER 
The core Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) for ITER is a diagnostic sys-
tem that allows determining several plasma parameters by evaluating spectral lines in the light 
generated by charge exchange recombination processes due to interaction of a neutral particle 
beam with the plasma. An ITER upper port accommodates main components of the core CXRS 
system.  

Concept of the core CXRS system are developed by a consortium of research organisations 
aiming at coordinated development activities and bidding for Fusion for Energy (F4E) grants 
for ITER core CXRS. Within the consortium FZJ is developing the upper port plug conceptual 
design including numerical analysis and prototype testing. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the core Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy upper port 
plug for the baseline lay-out. 

 

The challenges are, e. g., nuclear, thermal, and mechanical shock loads in vacuum combined 
with high accuracy and stability requirements; protection and cleaning mechanisms for mirror 
surfaces subject to erosion and deposition; providing maximum throughput of light while 
maintaining a minimum nuclear shielding of the port plug. 
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The activities started with definition and analysis of a reference lay-out. Following the results, 
and new boundary conditions of the ITER environment, an alternative configuration – the base-
line, shown in figure 1 – has been developed by iterating the optic elements and the port plug 
lay-out. The concept foresees a shutter opening a channel in the first wall (FW) only in case of 
diagnostic operation in order to minimize erosion and deposition of the first mirror (M1), 
which together with secondary mirrors (M2…5) and a cleaning device is located in the diag-
nostic shielding module (DSM). Another shielding module in the rear of the port plug contains 
two more mirrors (M6, M7). Two calibration channels guide the light of a corresponding lamp 
towards a reflector on the shutter rear side and back while the reflected light is partly trans-
ferred via the mirror labyrinth. All components are enclosed in a generic port plug shell. 

 

In parallel to the overall configuration, prototypes of the most challenging components such as 
mirrors, and shutter are developed by FZJ. This R&D programme is supported by additional 
national project funding with the aim to prepare laboratories and industry for ITER. The over-
all target of the project is to develop concepts of the ITER core CXRS port plug components 
proven by full analysis and prototype testing in order to be prepared for F4E calls for grant 
proposals. 

 

Fig. 2 Heat transfer concept for the first mirror of CXRS. 

 

In 2011 a position and alignment tolerance study for the baseline optical configuration has been 
performed on the system level. From the tolerance calculations, the position accuracy and sta-
bility of many components, the mirror sizes, the alignment requirements and the optical per-
formance are gained. The alignment strategy was reviewed, leading to three places of align-
ment for individual phases of the assembly process. The goal of the alignment is to keep mirror 
sizes reasonably small and allow for feasible tolerances of the whole structure without sacrific-
ing long term stability. 
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On the component level concept development for mirrors and the shutter has been continued in 
2011. 

Starting from available options for mounting, alignment and thermal conditioning, a set of M1 
concept options was set up for further analysis and comparison. All of them have to allow sim-
ultaneously for precise alignment, removal of nuclear heat, heating in absence of nuclear heat, 
stability under thermal and mechanical loads. Several M1 options are based on cooling and 
heating by heat transfer between mirror substrate (single crystalline molybdenum because of 
extremely high plasma load) to body (steel) via elastic interlayer (figure 2) which is either 
compressed by bolts or brazed to the contact surfaces. The main challenge is to find a suitable 
material providing sufficient heat transfer and elasticity while withstanding thermal and nucle-
ar loads. Another M1 option is a mirror substrate directly cooled and heated by Helium gas 
with the difficulty of creating cooling channels in the substrate. 

All M1 options use the same type of fixation which is based on the key/slot system located 
between the mirror substrate and body. Three keys position and orient the mirror relative to the 
body and provide free thermal mirror expansion. The contact surfaces of the keys have to with-
stand high contact pressure and therefore are to be hardened by coating. Various concepts of 
mirror mounting to the DSM increase the number of options. One of them is shown in figure 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Mounting concept of the CXRS first mirror with hinged alignment structure. 

 

Next steps are investigation of flexible heat-transfer materials and joining technology followed 
by numerical and experimental evaluation of the options. 
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For some of the secondary mirrors, multilayer dielectric coating is foreseen in order to maxim-
ise the amount of light transferred. From engineering point of view, stainless steel SS316LN is 
preferred for mirror substrate because of possible design options, machining capabilities, inter-
nal heating possible, same coefficient of thermal expansion as the rest of the structure leading 
to a more temperature-stable optical system. As there is little experience with dielectric coat-
ings on SS316LN and ITER conditions in general, a test program has been set up in 2011. 

The aim of the R&D on the shutter concept in 2011 was to adapt the reference solution to the 
requirements of the baseline layout of the port plug. The new baseline concept of the optical 
configuration led to a shutter blade location very close to the plasma increasing its thermal 
loads dramatically. A solution of a cooled shutter has therefore been developed. The structure 
(figure 4) made of steel SS316 and copper alloy (CuCrZr) is cooled actively by water. A mo-
lybdenum plate facing the plasma acts as thermal radiation shield. 

 

Fig. 4 CXRS shutter blade concept. 

 

Additionally, for the shutter arms several concepts of structure and motion have been proposed 
and are under evaluation. 

The process of CXRS concept development is supported by numerical simulations using so-
phisticated models. For example on the port plug level, the FZJ global ITER finite element 
(FE) electromagnetic (EM) model for the reference port plug design has been adapted to the 
new DSM port plug features in 2011. In comparison with the reference design the new one 
with the DSM reveals approximately twice less moments on the port plug due to eddy currents 
(figure 5) in case of a sudden loss of plasma current (disruption). Furthermore, because of the 
DSM recess there are no halo currents for this regime. 

In 2011 as result of multi-field simulations both static and dynamic, the reference shutter de-
sign was validated in terms of static and dynamic stress, fatigue as well as cooling capabilities. 
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Fig. 5 Moments on CXRS port plug. 

 

 
Development of a target exchange chamber for new test devices for 
plasma-wall interactions  
Several test facilities applying particle and heat load to plasma facing materials are operated or 
are developed by FZJ for plasma wall interaction research.  

The new linear plasma generator PSI-2 in FZJ and MAGNUM-PSI at FOM are now used for 
materials research. PSI-2 serves also as a prototype for a second plasma generator (JULE-PSI) 
which will be located in the hot materials lab (HML) of FZJ. The latter is to allow exposure 
and analysis of activated and contaminated samples.  

For these devices a lock system has been developed to conserve good vacuum condition in the 
exposition chamber and to allow the exchange of targets for plasma exposure within one hour. 
Beyond that the exchange chamber (figure 6) is used for in situ surface diagnostic performed 
without plasma. A manipulator system allows a linear motion and rotation along and tilting 
across the magnetic field axis. The target holder is actively cooled, equipped with sensors and 
allows for biasing. 
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The challenges are friction of movable parts in vacuum, heat transfer via contact surface in 
vacuum, stability and accuracy of the driving mechanism. 

 

Fig. 6 Target exchange and analysis chamber for PSI-2 with manipulator, retractable dump, 
and dismountable carrier head. 

 
 
Development of plasma facing components for extreme heat loads 
The European tokamak experiment JET is to be equipped with a first wall representing the ma-
terial mix foreseen for ITER. FZJ contributes to this by the development of a bulk tungsten 
divertor module which is located in the most loaded area in the divertor.  

The challenges are minimizing mechanical shock loads and thermo-mechanical loads by a la-
mella like structure of the plasma facing tungsten material; taking the residual mechanical 
loads by a proper fixing mechanism which allows for thermal expansion; transferring the plas-
ma heat load via appropriate links to the bottom of the machine.  

In a phase of intense R&D on a structure which can cope with expected electromagnetic loads 
during disruptions and with appropriate thermal loads, the final design has been proven by 
analysis and prototype testing. In particular a sophisticated chain like clamping mechanism for 
the tungsten lamellae has been developed which redirects the horizontal compression force into 
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the vertical axis giving room for spring elements which compensate thermal expansion of the 
lamellae. 

 

Fig. 7 JET solid tungsten divertor: Installation of a module between neighbours with dedicated 
spinal Remote Handling tool. 

 

Series manufacturing has been finished followed by a successful installation phase using re-
mote handling technique in 2011 (figure 7). In first plasma experiments the new divertor per-
formed as predicted by detailed thermal simulations. 
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Development of a bus-bar system for the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X 
FZJ participates in the design and construction of the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X – which is 
presently built in Greifswald/Germany – by taking over essential work packages both for the 
construction of the machine itself as well as for development of diagnostic systems. 

The superconducting bus-bar system providing electrical and hydraulic connection of all stel-
larator coils has been developed, manufactured, and tested by FZJ. 

The challenges are as follows:  
Apart from providing the required electrical connection scheme, the bus-bar system has to be 
designed for operating currents of up to 18 kA, high mechanical load (up to 11 kN/m), differ-
ential thermal expansion, displacement of coils under load, pressure and leak tightness (17 
MPa in case of a quench), high voltage withstand capability (13 kV DC), low magnetic stray 
field generation (bifilar routing wherever possible). The superconductor joints have to be de-
signed for low resistance (< 5 nΩ) and for possible repair and replacement after assembly. 
Numerous interfaces and geometric boundary conditions define the confined space to accom-
modate the bus-bars and their support elements. 

The assembly has been successfully finalized in 2010. The experience gained in matching the 
requirements on thermal, mechanical, hydraulic, high-voltage, and electro-magnetic loads, was 
applied to an additional contribution. In 2011 within the frame of the cooperation contract be-
tween Greifswald and Jülich, FZJ has proposed a clamping system of the superconductor joints 
(figure 8) mounted at the module separation planes and proved by structural analysis simula-
tion. 

 

Fig. 8 Wendelstein 7-X superconductor joints to be clamped in order to withstand Lorentz 
forces. 
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The development of plasma diagnostic and heating systems is an interesting and  challenging 
field of work, with interfaces to plasma physics, applied physics and technology, where the 
underlying principles of diagnostic and heating systems are often related to basic physics 
processes and in particular to fundamentals of plasma physics. Moreover, new developments in 
the field of diagnostic and heating quite frequently lead to new insight into plasma physics 
phenomena. Therefore, the development of plasma diagnostics and heating systems is one of 
the major fields of research performed by the three TEC partners (FZJ, FOM and ERM/KMS). 

The scope of the TEC Main Topic Group “Diagnostic and Heating” is to cover the scientific 
aspects of the diagnostic and heating development work described above, comprising the 
underlying physics principles, the technical realisation, assessment of performance and 
calibration issues. Several of the diagnostic or heating systems described below have already 
started to produce valuable physics results which are presented in the “Plasma-Wall-
Interactions” and “Tokamak Physics” chapters of this annual report. Engineering aspects are 
described in the “Technology” chapter of this annual report. The annual report of this group is 
structured according to the following scheme: 

• ITER diagnostics 
• Wendelstein 7-X diagnostics 
• TEXTOR diagnostics 
• Diagnostics for linear plasma devices 
• Plasma heating 

 
 
ITER diagnostics 

Core CXRS diagnostic 

The largest ITER diagnostic project pursued by FZJ is the development of the core Charge 
Exchange (cCXRS) Diagnostic system, together with consortium partners from the Nether-
lands (ITER-NL), United Kingdom (CCFE) and Hungary (HAS). The cCXRS diagnostic is 
being designed to allow determining local values of several important plasma parameters by 
evaluating spectral lines in the light generated via charge exchange recombination processes 
due to interaction of a neutral particle beam with the plasma: First, the Helium density in the 
plasma, which is the product of the fusion process and hence an indicator of the success of the 
fusion process. Second, the ion temperature and velocity, together with magnetic field compo-
nents, and the fuel ion ratio (D/T ratio) can be deduced from the analysis of the cCXRS spec-
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tra. Finally, the mean ion charge (Zeff) can be derived from the background level within the 
spectra. 

The main work on cCXRS performed by FZJ within 2011 comprises the following sub-topics: 
First the development of concepts and components for the cCXRS upper port plug. This work 
is described within the technology chapter of this report. Second, the test measurements using 
the ITER CXRS prototype spectrometer on TEXTOR were completed successfully together 
with the partner ITER-NL. Finally, atomic data for an improved accuracy of spectra analysis 
from beam emission radiation have been calculated, taking into account the non-statistical 
population of states. In close relation to the development of optical diagnostic schemes and 
analysis methods, the erosion behaviour of first mirrors under ITER conditions was studied 
experimentally. 

Test measurements using the ITER CXRS prototype spectrometer 

The measurements of the charge-exchange recombination spectral lines using the ITER CXRS 
prototype spectrometer at the tokamak TEXTOR were completed in this year. The new filters 
installed by the company TNO (Netherlands) and a new optical alignment led to an almost 
complete suppression of ghost lines which had been observed before within the different spec-
tral regions. It was also found that the CVI passive line broadening observed earlier was an 
artefact due to misalignment of the optics. The successful measurements of the spectra of heli-
um, carbon, neon and beam-emission spectra in plasma and gas finalized the commissioning of 
the spectrometer performed at TEXTOR. 

In contrast to the first measurements from 2010, the new spectra of carbon demonstrate a nar-
row profile of the passive charge-exchange component (PCX), and the shift and broadening of 
spectral line occur only in the phase of neutral beam operation (active-charge exchange signal, 
ACX). This spectrum does not contain the ghost lines around 532.5 nm anymore, see figure 1. 

Development in atomic data for the ITER CXRS Project 

The interpretation of the measured ITER CXRS spectra requires knowledge of the underlying 
atomic data for the beam-emission spectral lines. The further development of the atomic model 
for beam-emission spectroscopy was performed in the last year. It is shown for instance that 
the emission of diagnostic and heating beam at ITER conditions results in strong non-statistical 
features. A special interest represents the ratio of σ- and π- spectral lines components of the Hα 
spectrum: the resulting emission is dominated by π-polarization. Also the line ratios within the 
same polarization component deviate significantly from the statistical expectations and exceed 
those observed recently at JET. The influence of these results on the expected charge-exchange 
line intensities at ITER is presently under investigation. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison between the spectra of carbon CVI lines measured in the year 2010 and 
2011 at the tokamak TEXTOR: red line– without neutral beam injection; blue line - with neu-
tral beam injection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Beam emission line ratios as a function of electron density 
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Fast Beam Emission Diagnostics 

A fast Avalanche Photodiode detector system has been installed into the Beam Emission 
branch of the ITER CXRS test spectrometer, currently operated on TEXTOR. The detector 
measures the beam emission through an interference filter at 8 points along the heating beam 
with 1 MHz analog bandwidth and 2 MHz sampling rate. A remotely controlled mirror can be 
used to direct light into this detector instead of the BES CCD camera. The aim of the 
measurement is to validate the light level calculations made for assessing the signal on ITER 
and to demonstrate some MHD mode measurement. 

The detector was installed in April 2011 and first measurements were done in May 2011. 
Although the detector was not operated with the highest possible gain, clear signal from the 
beam was detected and the light intensity is in agreement with the modelling. Due to a power 
supply failure the detector had to be removed from the spectrometer in summer 2011 and it was 
reinstalled in September. New measurements in December 2011 showed a light level below 
expectations, the evaluation of the situation is going on. 

 
First mirror investigations 

Mirrors will be used in about a half of ITER diagnostics for monitoring plasma radiation in a 
wavelength range from several nm up to hundreds of μm. Depending on their location, mirrors 
will be subject to net erosion due to fast CX atoms. Erosion is known to have a strong effect on 
the optical characteristics of diagnostic mirrors such as the specular reflectivity and polariza-
tion characteristics. Mirrors manufactured from single-crystal materials are deemed to be the 
best solution for ITER under erosion-dominated conditions. However, the technological capa-
bility of manufacturing of single crystal mirrors of ITER-relevant sizes (of tens of centimeters) 
is yet to be demonstrated. Dedicated efforts were made in collaboration between FZJ and Kur-
chatov Institute. 
 A large single crystal molybdenum mirror with a diameter of 10 cm was manufactured 
by an industrial company and provided by the Russian counterpart. The manufactured mirror 
had very good optical quality as it was confirmed with reflectivity measurements and ellipso-
metry made in the MirrorLab at FZJ.  
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Fig. 3: Evolution of mirror reflectivity of large SC Mo mirror after exposure in TEXTOR:  

a) scheme of measurements locations; b) dependence of specular reflectivity on a wavelength. 

Only measurements made on the erosion area are shown in fig. 3b. 

  

The mirror was then exposed in the scrape-off layer of TEXTOR for 37 highly reproducible 
neutral-beam heated discharges with a total duration of about 212 seconds. The surface tem-
perature of the mirror did not exceed 400oC despite to the radially inhomogeneous ion flux. 
The fluence averaged over the erosion dominated area was about 2.1*1020 ion/cm2.  
 Upon the exposure in the tokamak plasmas, the evolution of the reflectivity of exposed 
mirror corresponds fully to the already observed behaviour of single crystal materials under 
erosive plasma fluxes: an initial slight reflectivity drop was followed by the restoration of re-
flectivity at high level (fig. 3b). Observed identical values of specular reflectivity measured on 
several areas of varying erosion intensity outlining the independence of reflectivity changes on 
exposure fluxes, support the expectation that under erosion-dominated conditions the mirror 
degradation is stopped at a high level of optical performance. 
 

Tritium retention diagnostic 

In 2011 a new ITER-like laser beam steering system with coaxial observation for Laser-
induced Desorption, Ablation and Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIDS, LIAS and LIBS) has been 
successfully installed and tested at TEXTOR. The laser light is guided through a fibre (LIDS) 
or by mirrors (LIAS, LIBS) to enter the mirror based optical system. An off-axis spherical 
mirror with 2.85 m focal length concentrates the laser power on an area of minimum 3.5 mm 
diameter at the probe surface via an inclinable mirror with a 6 mm hole at the centre. The 
spectroscopic light of desorbed hydrogen and ablated material around the exposed area within 
65 mm radius is detected through this hole in a coaxial configuration. By tilting the mirror, 
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several locations on the limiter surface can be scanned reproducibly. On the TEXTOR main 
limiters, well known areas of material erosion and deposition have been identified in previous 
investigations. We have demonstrated that the laser can be driven to those areas easily. A 
coaxial system is the preferred configuration for a possible ITER system and the aim is to test 
this configuration for ITER application.  
 
For the application of LIAS and LIBS two new lasers had been procured in 2010, replacing the 
ruby laser which has been used for the LIAS and LIBS experiments previously. The new lasers 
consist of a Nd:YAG system with 2.5 J output energy in 8 ns at 1064 nm and a Nd:YAG laser 
with 0.1 J at 1064 nm in 35 ps. Both lasers can also be operated in the 2nd and 3rd harmonics. 
To guide the short pulse lasers to the TEXTOR tokamak, a 15 m long mirror system has been 
built in 2011 to direct the light onto the samples and limiter objects positioned at the TEXTOR 
limiter lock systems. The coaxial system is the last stage which can be inserted on demand in 
this beam path, close to the tokamak entrance window. 
 
The first experiments on TEXTOR with the coaxial system have been performed during the 
last experimental campaign. It has been demonstrated that this coaxial system is a reliable 
arrangement for the absolute determination of hydrogen isotopes retained on first wall 
components on the basis of a single laser shot in combination with local H spectroscopy. The 
observed Hα- signal to background ratio was about 15:1.  
 
Additionally, a new vacuum chamber equipped with extensive diagnostics such as a gated 
camera, Residual Gas Analyzers (RGA) Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer, fast diodes, vacuum 
gauges, high resolution spectrometer, has been arranged in the laser laboratory for the 
feasibility study of the LIBS and LIAS methods. This arrangement will allow LIBS and LIAS 
studies with the lasers that were used in the experiments on TEXTOR.  
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 Wendelstein 7-X Diagnostics 
 

This chapter describes a number of diagnostics, which are being developed and will be 
delivered to Wendelstein 7-X in due time. More about the planning of new diagnostics related 
to Wendelstein 7-X is given in chapter 8.  

 

High Efficiency XUV Overview Spectrometer (HEXOS) 

Within 2011, the test operation of the HEXOS spectrometer on TEXTOR was continued as 
planned and plasma impurity spectra were recorded from many TEXTOR discharges. The 
beamlines and support structure for the W7-X like installation were successfully installed in 
summer 2011, and the completion of the full SIMATIC control system for the HEXOS 
spectrometer was continued. The delivery of the HEXOS system to W7-X is scheduled for 
2013.  

Imaging Bragg Spectrometer 

The commissioning of the compact Bragg spectrometer designed and developed at the tokamak 
TEXTOR (Bertschinger G. et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 3727 75 2004) for the stellarator W7-X 
was completed successfully during the year 2011. The first spectra of He-like argon measured 
during the latest experimental campaign demonstrated the high performance of the instrument. 
The excellent wavelength resolution of the spectrometer allows the measurements of ion and 
electron temperatures and concentration of impurity species at W7-X in the near future. 
Examples of the spectra recorded using 5 CCDs during the plasma discharge are demonstrated 
in figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Fig. 4: Spectra of He-like Argon measured at the tokamak TEXTOR for the shot # 116293 
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(left) and # 116355(right). The spectra were recorded using 5 CCDs as shown on the left. The 
most prominent w and z lines of the spectra have the strongest intensities. The spectra binned 
along the vertical direction are shown for every active CCD on the right (channel #4 not 
operational). 

 

Dispersion interferometer 

The dispersion interferometer is a new concept of an electron density measurement in fusion 
devices which offers some very promising advantages compared to the commonly applied far-
infrared heterodyne interferometer systems: (i) long-pulse suitability, (ii) high vibration 
tolerance, (iii) resilience with respect to transient signal losses, and (iv) it is well suited to work 
in double pass mode using internal mirrors or retroreflectors. A multi-channel system is under 
development in close collaboration with the Budker institute, Novosibirsk.  

Four channels have been manufactured and first measurements were taken already in 2010. 
The analysis of the data revealed that the system is sensitive to small changes of the laser 
temperature which causes mode or line jumps and disturbs the signal. Work done in 2011 
focused on improving the temperature control of the applied CO2-lasers. The hardware of three 
of the four modules has been upgraded already and the software of the laser control unit has 
been adopted accordingly. Extensive laboratory tests will be conducted soon. In future the 
dispersion interferometer will be used to measure the electron density evolution after massive 
gas injection in TEXTOR and to study the dynamics of the runaway electron beam plasma 
during the post-disruption phase. 

 

 

TEXTOR diagnostics 
 
Fast movable directional probe 

The fast movable directional probe (FMDP) is a new type of directional probe that measures 
fast ion losses (FIL) and ion saturation currents depending on the rotation angle of the probe. 
The probe consists of two arrays of nine Langmuir probes (LP). Both arrays are adjusted in 
opposite direction. Due to this the FMDP has the ability to instantaneously measure the plasma 
rotation based on the current measurements of two opposite LP. The long arrays of nine LP at 
each side provide a full profile of the plasma rotation measurements in the plasma edge region. 
The FMDP is mounted on the fast reciprocating probe of TEXTOR. First tests on TEXTOR 
have proven the principles of the probe. The radial profile of FIL has been measured with the 
FMDP in ICRH heated plasmas on TEXTOR. Preliminary results show that the amplitude of 
FIL increases with increasing ICRH power. 
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Thomson Scattering 

The Thomson scattering (TS) diagnostic on the TEXTOR tokamak is known as a tool for 
measurements of electron temperature and density with a high spatial resolution, repetition rate 
and accuracy. In 2011 the diagnostic was used for the study of fine structure of rotating 
magnetic islands in TEXTOR plasma. It was possible to resolve ~1% helical perturbations of 
the electron temperature, density and pressure in m/n=2/1 magnetic islands. The measured fine 
structure of electron density in the rotating island is shown in fig. 5.  

The diagnostic also demonstrated its capabilities to study the magnetic structure of the islands 
through local measurements of the perturbed helical electron current. These measurements are 
based on the Doppler shift of 
TS spectra caused by the 
projection of the current drift 
velocity onto the difference 
wave vector. In the TEXTOR 
geometry, this projection is 
small in the upper m/n=2/1 
island region and nearly zero 
in the lower island. In spite of 
these severe restrictions, the 
TS diagnostic is capable to 
measure the structure of the 
perturbed current and estimate 
its level.    

Fig. 5: Time evolution of electron density profiles in a rotating island. 

 

 

Lithium beam diagnostic 

In 2011 no technical development was done on the Li-BES system on TEXTOR. On the data 
evaluation side the Bayesian density calculation program was finalized and calculation of the 
density profile on a 10 microsecond timescale was demonstrated. This enabled determination 
of density profile dynamics during the L to H transition and ELMs in the limiter H-mode. The 
existing hardware and software was also used for studying the spatial structure of Geodesic 
Acoustic Modes in correlation with Langmuir probes and the investigation of turbulence and 
GAM behaviour in response to DED operation. 
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First measurements of fast ions in TEXTOR tokamak plasmas using an 
activation technique 

Escaping fast ions were measured from TEXTOR tokamak deuterium plasmas using a new 
plasma diagnostic technique. This technique was demonstrated, initially, in 2006 on the large 
JET tokamak. A small ion camera equiped with a collimator and several types of activation 
detectors was installed inside the TEXTOR vacuum vessel to perform these measurements. 
New detector materials were tested including a highly pure (9N) and 87.63% isotopically 
enriched germanium detector, a promising candidate for an alpha particle detector for ITER. 
After the irradiation, the detectors were removed and analyzed using ultra low level gamma ray 
spectrometry in HADES underground laboratory in Mol, Belgium. Escaping fusion reaction 
protons of 3 MeV energy were detected in larger number - ~ 6 times more - compared to earlier 
measurements using this technique on JET. Another major progress was the reduction of the 
activated samples cooling time by a factor 50 which made possible to detect radionuclides with 
half-life of less than 90 minutes. A publication of the results is under preparation. 

 

Diagnostics for linear plasma devices 
 
The linear plasma device PSI-2 was moved from Humboldt University in Berlin, re-assembled 
at FZJ and conditioned during 2010. The first plasma in Jülich was achieved on 7/Jan/2011. 
Meanwhile, the device is operated routinely with deuterium, argon, helium and mixed-species 
plasmas. The material samples are introduced by a linear manipulator through a vacuum lock 
system into the target chamber. The diagnostic concept for PSI-2 foresees diagnostics and 
analysis methods for (i) the background plasma, (ii) in-situ plasma-material interaction 
processes, (iii) in-vacuo sample surface analysis and (iv) ex-situ surface analysis. A set of 
relevant diagnostics was installed on PSI-2 in 2011. The plasma parameters are measured by 
the optical spectroscopy and the Langmuir probe. The optical spectroscopy is also the main 
tool to quantify the PMI processes by observing the light emission in front of the target. The 
infra-red thermography will be used to control the target temperature.  

 
Plasma heating 
 

Study of ICRH antenna coupling using a He beam diagnostic 

The measurement of local plasma parameters in front of ICRH antennas is a key requirement to 
understand the coupling of IC waves to a plasma and optimize this heating method for ITER. 
An attempt was made to measure the local electron density and temperature profiles in front of 
the ICRH antenna at TEXTOR. This method employs the He line ratio method. Three helium 
lines are measured and the line intensity ratios are reconstructed with a collisional radiative 
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model for the He emission. To accomplish this spectral measurement a new filter scope system 
was developed together with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The system consists out of 12 
separate sets of four spectral channels. Three channels of each set are used for acquiring the He 
lines and the fourth one can be used to measure the Balmer-α emission for reconstruction of 
neutral density profiles. A Helium nozzle was implemented into the ICRH antenna limiter and 
a 24 channel fiber array was aligned covering 7.5cm in front of this gas source. The system 
was commissioned and applied for a first systematic study of the local plasma parameters 
during ICRH heating power variations. This test has shown the compatibility of the setup with 
the measurement requirements under impact of ICRH. The electron density and temperature 
data evaluated from the He beam measurement showed good agreement with data from 
Thomson Scattering. Application of this new diagnostic tool will be conducted during ICRH 
coupling experiments in 2012.  
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Phenomena at the plasma edge and their impact on global plasma behavior remain one of the 
most challenging domains in fusion plasma theory. The Theory and Modeling Group of FZJ 
has further focused its activities towards edge plasma related issues, including plasma surface 
interaction, atomic, molecular processes, plasma flows and edge plasma turbulence. This group 
activity is covering physical topics from the entire SOL and pedestal (transport barrier) region, 
“from the barrier to the target”.   

Specific phenomena of interest remained:  

• Recycling, pumping of fuel particles, He ash, impurities in divertor → Influence on 
performance 

• Erosion and melting of plasma limiting surfaces, injection of neutral gases for diverse 
purposes and resulting local and global changes in plasma parameters 

• Mechanisms of edge transport and its modification with resonant magnetic 
perturbations (RMP), impurity seeding, etc. with important impacts on particle/energy 
exhaust and modification of confinement characteristics at the plasma edge and in the 
core 

The Methodology consists of  

• Development of models, numerical approaches and codes of different complexity for 
particular phenomena  

• Coupling of codes for different phenomena and plasma regions to arrive at a coherent 
picture 

• Development of first emerging computational engineering tools, e.g. for modeling of 
particular ITER and DEMO design issues 

Significant progress was made possible via further exploiting the dedicated European fusion 
high performance computer HPC-FF operated at FZJ, as well as the FZJ general purpose 
supercomputing facility JUROPA, in addition to further upgrading the groups own Linux 
Cluster with its moderate parallel technology for scaling studies. First edge plasma computing 
projects from this group on the HPC-FF successor (IFERC, Japan), have been granted and will 
be carried out in 2012. 
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Recycling/pumping conditions and impact on performance  
Life-time estimates for diagnostic first mirrors in ITER had been carried out with the linear 
Knudsen gas flow approximation of the Monte-Carlo code EIRENE on fixed 2D plasma back-
grounds provided by ITER-IO (B2-EIRENE simulations) and results had been reported previ-
ously. The newly established engineering code cycle, from CAD via ANSYS (FEM grid gen-
eration) up until EIRENE 3D Monte Carlo transport (linear or non-linear), has allowed very 
detailed port plug designs to be analyzed, in principle. Limiting factor was run time increasing 
as n2, n being the number of surface elements used to specify the geometric configuration. A 
newly implemented ray tracing optimization scheme, based on so called “Octrees”  adopted 
from computer graphics algorithms, has now provided significant reduction of CPU time (more 
than a factor 10) for sufficiently complex (large n) configurations allowing much more detailed 
studies on gas flow, erosion and re-deposition,  in complex ITER diagnostic ports. 

Numerical studies of the effect of X-point MARFE on detached divertor have been picked up 
again, as a result of some surprising observations during routine code benchmarking activities 
for JET configurations and conditions. These showed very robustly a striking difference be-
tween earlier edge modelling investigations on the MARFE phenomenon. It turned out that in 
B2-EIRENE stable X-point MARFEs are naturally reproduced without special “feed back” 
constraints in the code, if radiation transfer (opacity and photo-excitation), is taken into ac-
count in the non-linearly coupled gas-radiation transport package of EIRENE, which was orig-
inally developed for ITER Lyman-opaque divertor conditions about a decade ago. Reduction of 
the target fluxes due to extra energy and momentum losses was observed in the presence of the 
stable MARFE, already for JET conditions (for which until then opacity was believed not to 
play a significant role). This has consequences also on the divertor detachment signatures 
shown by the edge model. The EFDA HPC-FF has proven indispensable for these calculations, 
typically utilizing 256 cores in the fully parallelized EIRENE module within B2-EIRENE. 

Modelling of a JET type-I ELMy  H-mode pulse and predictions for ITER-Like Wall scenarios 
using the “JINTRAC” suite of JET integrated codes, including the 2D edge modelling package 
EDGE2D-EIRENE has been carried out. EIRENE reflection and sputtering model has been 
extended by a first simple (“full mixing”) model to deal with W-Be mixtures at divertor and 
main chamber recycling surfaces. A carbon JET reference case reproduces the experimentally 
seen peak radiation level of 1 MW/m3 near the X-point.  The predicted Neon radiation pattern 
for ILW scenario indicates more radiation near the X-point, but the peak level compares with 
the C-reference. The experimentally observed strong radial narrowing of heat flux on divertor 
targets indicates a striking difference with hitherto implemented cross field heat transport mod-
els in EDGE2D-EIRENE. At set of revised cross field heat transport models has now been im-
plemented and is currently being evaluated against JET ILW experiments. 

 

Optimization of isotope composition of fusion plasmas by controlling fuelling and recycling is 
studied with the aim to exploit possibilities to reduce tritium flows to target plates and pumping 
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system without penalties to reactor performance. The 1D (radial) transport model employed for 
this comprises the combined isotope effects in charged particle transport (Weiland model), 
different penetration of  recycling neutrals in confined plasma as well as separation of deuter-
ons and tritons by the thermal force in divertor SOL.  The model indicates that by choosing a 
proper scheme for plasma fuelling with D gas puffing and T pellets optimal D-T density pro-
files should be achievable in which tritium outflow to targets and pumps can be strongly re-
duced, without penalties to fusion power. 

 

Strong particle sources in edge plasmas 
A semi-analytical time dependent 3D shell model for spreading of injected impurities and their 
impact on the plasma dynamics allows to study the entire sequence of phenomena in massive 
gas injection experiments: Ionization of injected neutrals and resulting increase of local elec-
tron density, energy losses on excitation, ionization and radiation and resulting local electric 
fields, both together then in turn affecting the further impurity penetration process. The time 
evolution of densities, temperatures and spatial extend of the different ionization state “shells” 
is shown to be sensitive in particular also to the often neglected effect of ion-ion collisions, 
both for heat exchange and friction.  

Tokamak plasma response to droplet spraying from melted plasma facing components is inves-
tigated on the basis of a 1D (radial) edge-core plasma transport model, including the effects of 
droplet evaporation, transport of produced W particles and core plasma heat transport with W 
radiation. The conversion factor α of “W in droplets to W in melt” is identified as the key con-
trol parameter in the model, and the central electron temperature response observed at TEX-
TOR, if related to this factor, indicates a droplet generation mechanism through bursting of 
boiling bubbles ( for values of α of the order of 10-3). 

 

Mechanisms of edge transport and its modification of confinement  
Fast Hamiltonian mapping approaches to model behaviour of test particles and runaway elec-
trons in the presence of MHD instabilities have been further elaborated.  Universal asymptoti-
cal behaviour of poloidal spectra of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) had been investi-
gated already earlier, and has now been applied to analyze the odd- and even parity I-coil con-
figurations in the DIII-D tokamak. 

In particular the coefficients (|Hmn|) arising in the analytic expression for these spectra are 
shown to be smooth functions of flux coordinates with finite values at the magnetic separatrix. 

Another important application of this same mapping methodology is to transport of runaway 
electrons due to magnetic micro-turbulence in tokamaks. Test particle transport in weak turbu-
lent wave-fields at large Kubo numbers K= τcor / τtran, has a fractal structure and is shown to be 
strongly reduced near low-order rational surfaces. A similar behaviour is identified for runa-
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way electrons, with transport barriers near rational drift surfaces.  Furthermore is could be 
shown that the transport barrier depth increases in the presence of an isolated MHD mode.  

 

3D plasma edge simulations for RMP scenarios with prescribed cross-field transport (EMC3-
EIRENE code, jointly developed with IPP Greifswald) have been focused on applications to 
RMP scenarios in the TEXTOR and DIII-D tokamaks: Recycling conditions in the TEXTOR 
(DED) helical divertor in m/n = 6/2 configuration have been studied as well as the impact of 
neutral gas pumping and re-fuelling in RMP ELM-control scenarios for DIII-D model configu-
rations and parameters. Model refinements (code developments) enabled the coupling of a 3D 
magnetic field obtained from a helical current sheet model to the field aligned grid generator 
for EMC3-EIRENE. This allowed first numerical investigations of the impact of plasma re-
sponse on edge transport, and, for example, significant effects on the heat flux strike point 
splitting at DIII-D inner divertor has been predicted as a result from such plasma responses to 
external RMPs. 

Another essential model extension of EMC3-EIRENE is its support of superposition of several 
independent neutral particle sources (i.e. utilizing the “stratified source sampling” option in 
EIRENE also in connection with EMC3), as it is already routinely in place for B2-EIRENE. 
This code extension, once completed, will allow for the first time to fully model gas puffing at 
the edge (currently: only deep core re-fuelling is possible or other ad hoc descriptions of gas 
puffs), volume recombination in cold divertor plasmas will become tractable, and it will lead to 
improved statistics of the neutral transport description. 

Implications of an ITER RMP system for standard ITER Q=10 H-mode conditions on divertor 
characteristics have been investigated (under F4E contract) based on 3D modelling with 
EMC3-EIRENE. In these simulations between the inner surface boundary (a few cm inside the 
separatrix) and the separatrix, a strong density pump out is seen. A high sensitivity of results to 
assumptions regarding RMP screening is identified. This has further shifted focus of theoretical 
investigations for ITER towards this important issue of plasma RMP screening. 

 

Modelling of linear plasma devices 
The edge code B2-EIRENE has been adapted and applied for linear plasma devices (collab. 
with TEC partner KU Leuven). Goal is to enable ITER divertor code verification and valida-
tion studies employing such, seemingly, simple and better diagnosed plasmas, with experi-
mental devices currently being under construction in TEC (MAGNUM, PSI-2, JULE-PSI). 
New physical features of the divertor code package as compared to the earlier code simulations 
for PSI-2 (2000-2005) when PSI-2 was still operated in Berlin are a more detailed molecular 
collision kinetics model with resolution of vibrational states and inclusion of parallel electrical 
currents. First computational target biasing studies for PSI-2 have provided radial parallel elec-
trical current profiles (and radial-axial current density profiles) which have a direct and well 
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noticeable  impact on the 2D plasma solution in PSI-2, in particular on  the electron tempera-
ture profiles. 

As a first step beyond the at hoc “cross field transport assumptions” in B2-EIRENE also 3D 
drift-fluid modelling of plasma transport in linear devices  has been further developed, enabling 
investigations of plasma transport and structure formation in such magnetic configurations, 
based on a fully self-consistent treatment of electric fields, drifts, electric currents and sheath 
physics. Ultimately also the recycling and other kinetic effects (e.g. on the basis of EIRENE, 
ERO kinetic code models), shall be considered in connection with such a more detailed (as 
compared to B2, EMC3, etc.) plasma model. 

 

 
New directions in PSI related computational modelling at FZJ 
Synthetic stochastic models for turbulent fluctuations have been implemented in EIRENE 
(with Univ. Marseilles) and verified by employing analytic solutions of linear transport in 
stochastic media. The goal is to replace, ultimately, ad hoc cross field transport models in edge 
codes by directly measurable plasma fluctuations (e.g. “blobby” intermittent transport 
characteristics). Perfect agreement between analytic solutions, obtained for strongly reduced 
models and EIRENE Monte Carlo solutions operating on stochastic background plasmas was 
obtained.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Fig. 1  “Synthetic plasma turbulence”, here: plasma density with various correlation length parameters     
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Fig. 2  Kinetic particle transport in stochastic media, here: neutral particle penetration, for different 
Kubo numbers K, vs. distance from “wall source”  into plasma, measured in mean free paths. Both: 
analytic and EIRENE Monte Carlo solutions are identical.  

Adjoint computational divertor engineering/optimization  techniques (with KU Leuven) based 
on geometric optimization algorithms from aeronautics and automotive applications (i.e. 
solving iteratively the adjoint and forward B2 code 2D edge plasma transport equations) has 
further progressed. This new activity may eventually lead, hopefully, to a first computational 
divertor design tool also applicable (with reasonable computational turn around times) for 
DEMO relevant configurations.  

Development of the new version of the ITER B2-EIRENE code (version: SOLPS5.3) has 
started under F4E service contract (collab: FZJ, KU Leuven, Univ. St. Petersburg). The major 
features of the EIRENE code used at ITER (fully MPI parallelized, non-linear Monte Carlo for 
neutral-neutral collisions, radiation transport and non-linear coupling between gas and 
radiation field) have been successfully implemented into the most recent B2.5 plasma code 
(Version: Univ. St. Petersburg, Russia) to form SOLPS5.3.  Testing for backward compatibility 
with earlier ITER studies (B2-EIRENE: Version SOLPS4.3) as well as code verification is on-
going.  
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7. Characterization of Materials and Components under High Heat Loads and Plasma 
Exposure 

 
 
 
Refurbishment of the Hot Materials Laboratory (HML) 
The Hot Materials Laboratory (HML) of Forschungszentrum Juelich was established in the 
1960s in the frame of the research activities for the high temperature gas cooled reactor. During 
the last year the building and the laboratories underwent a refurbishment concerning the build-
ing and the supply units of the laboratories in order to allocate a laboratory for the investigation 
of radioactive materials for next step fusion devices. The experimental area consists of a con-
trolled area including three hot cells and a further experimental area where studies on plasma 
material interactions with a linear plasma device inside a new hot cell are planned. The main 
research activities concern on the one hand high heat flux testing by means of high energetic 
electron beams including post mortem examinations (metallography and scanning electron mi-
croscopy) and thermal conductivity measurements. Furthermore and in future, we will conduct 
plasma exposures in a linear plasma device (called JULE-PSI) and in-vacua analysis of the 
surface conditions and hydrogen content after exposure (in a target exchange and analysis 
chamber equipped with laser based surface diagnostics and glow discharge optical emission 
spectroscopy). 

After refurbishment the laboratory took up the cold operation again (investigation of non-
radioactive materials in high heat flux tests) at the end of the reporting period. Currently the 
approval procedures for the hot operation are carried out by the licensing authorities. The start 
of hot operation (testing of radioactive materials in heat flux experiments) in the lab is ex-
pected in 2013. The detailed design and construction of the new linear device with the target 
analysis and exchange chamber inside the hot cell is expected end of 2015, while surface diag-
nostics for Beryllium outside the hot cell but within the controlled area will start mid of 2013. 

The optimization of the plasma source for JULE-PSI is currently being carried out on the pilot-
experiment PSI-2 outside the controlled area of HML. For this linear device, also a prototype 
of the target exchange and analysis chamber has been designed and fabricated, which will be 
commissioned in the first half of 2012. 
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Fig. 1:.HML Laboratory after the refurbishment phase which was completed in 2011 

 
High performance tungsten grades  
Based on the actually available knowledge, all materials except tungsten based materials were 
ruled out as solid plasma facing material due to various reasons comprising tritium inventory, 
chemical erosion, low melting point, neutron activation, etc. Therefore, the quest for a high 
temperature, H- and He-attack, and neutron irradiation resistant tungsten based plasma facing 
materials for ITER but even more for DEMO and beyond has concentrated on the development 
of high performance tungsten grades. These materials aim for an improved ductility, thermal 
fatigue resistance, and high temperature stability, i.e., recrystallization resistance. 

While on the one hand, lab scale studies investigate basic principles like grain boundary 
strengthening by reinforcing particles, also the industrial availability is addressed by investigat-
ing net-shaping technologies and their potential for fabricating high-end materials with superi-
or properties. 

Within this quest for new materials and as primary proof of the material’s performance, beside 
the determination of basic thermo-mechanical and thermo-physical properties, the electron 
beam facility JUDITH 1 plays an important role by qualifying the thermal shock resistance of 
the materials, which is one of the major parameters during the operation of a future fusion de-
vice. During the last year, several high potential tungsten grades were investigated comprising: 
1) toughness enhanced fine grained W-1.1 wt.%TiC in the recrystallized state fabricated at the 
Tohoku university, Japan, with grain and particle sizes in the range from several hundred nm 
up to a few µm (see Fig. 2); 2) spark plasma sintered W-0.5 wt.%Y2O3 with and w/o adding 
additional elements like Ti and Mo, providing grain and particle sizes of the same range; 3) 
metal injection molded W-0.26 wt.%Y2O3, with grains in the low µm-range showing high re-
crystallization resistance based on the characteristics of the used mass fabrication technology. 
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Fig. 2: TEM-image of W-1.1 wt.%TiC manufactured at an SPMM temperature of 1650°C; TiC 
dispersoid size as a function of fabrication temperature with in the grains and at the grain boundaries 

The applied loading conditions refer to repeated ELM loads as they are expected to occur in 
ITER with absorbed power densities between 0.18 and 1.13 GW/m2 for a pulse duration of 1 
ms. The results after applying 100 of these transient events show that even at room tempera-
ture, where industrially fabricated tungsten performs brittle, no crack formation but only sur-
face roughening was found. This is correlated to an increase in the materials ductility, which is 
attributed to the particle induced strengthening of weak grain boundaries and a favorable rela-
tion between grain size and amount of homogeneously distributed particles. 

Besides ductility, another important material parameter is the thermal fatigue resistance to mul-
tiple thermal shock loads (pulse number > 106) at higher temperatures as they are expected to 
occur in the strike point region of the divertor. Since a newly developed testing procedure in 
JUDITH 2 offers the application of high cyclic loads at temperatures > 1000 °C and latest re-
sults on reference industrial tungsten grades have shown increased material degradation with 
increasing temperature, the above mentioned high performance tungsten grades will have to 
prove their superiority also under these conditions. This work is foreseen for 2012. 

 
Characterization of carbon fiber composites and tungsten grades for 
the ITER divertor 
The work within this F4E grants, which are performed in collaboration with NRG, Petten, The 
Netherlands, is divided into two major tasks: 1) the thermo-mechanical, thermo-physical, and 
chemical investigation of two different 3-directional CFC (carbon fiber composites) grades, 
i.e., MEGGITT from Dunlop and an upgraded version of NB41 from SNECMA; 2) the thermal 
shock characterization of two tungsten grades, i.e., metal injection molded (MIM) tungsten and 
standard rolled tungsten. 

In the frame of the first task, in 2011 the three produced batches of the CFC grade MEGGITT 
were characterized and qualified by tensile testing in all three orthogonal directions and chemi-
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cal analyses. The tensile tests results show, beside the typical scattered data for heterogeneous 
materials, the linear relation between Young’s modulus and tensile strength as well as a de-
crease in scatter with increasing batch number (see in Fig. 3) the results for the pitch direction 
which is also representative for the other direction). The results confirm that the material is 
well within the specifications as set up by ITER. This is also valid for the chemical analyses 
which showed no detectable contamination by foreign elements and an ash content of < 0.25%. 

 

  

Fig. 3: Tensile test results for the CFC MEGGITT from Dunlop in the pitch direction; dependence of 
Young’s modulus and tensile strength (left) and variation of tensile strength between the different 
batches with standard deviation (right) 

 

For the thermal shock characterization of MIM tungsten the new ceramic high temperature 
heater in JUDITH 1 with the potential to increase the base temperatures to at least 1000°C was 
used (highest temperature used yet, see Fig. 4 – temperatures up to 1200°C should be feasible 
with respect to the existing oxygen partial pressure in the machine). In these experiments 100 
and 1000 shots with a pulse duration of 1 ms and an absorbed power density of 0.38 GW/m2 
(heat flux factor: 12 MW/m2*s1/2) were applied. In particular at high temperatures, i.e., when 
the surface temperature reaches 700°C and beyond, the material shows a dramatic change of its 
surface morphology (see Fig. 5). Even more, the formation of crack networks occurs at 1000°C 
already for 100 shots while below this temperature only small and localized cracks are formed. 
In comparison to pure double forged W acting as reference material tested at the same condi-
tions in JUDITH 2 (see Fig. 4Fig. ), MIM-W shows an increase in crack formation and surface 
roughening. This confirms the above made conclusion on the high potential for tungsten dust 
formation by MIM-W. 
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Fig. 4: SEM-images of MIM-W exposed in JUDITH 1 to 1000 shots (heat flux factor: 12 MW/m2*s1/2) 
at 200°C (left) and 700°C (right) 

 

  

Fig. 5: SEM-images of double forged W exposed in JUDITH 2 at 700°C (heat flux factor: 12 
MW/m2*s1/2) to 103 (left) and 104 (right) shots. 

 

Successive exposure of tungsten to steady state hydrogen-plasma 
and transient electron beam events 
The thermal shock response of tungsten is a major issue for an application as plasma facing 
material (PFM) in future fusion devices like ITER and DEMO. It has to withstand steady state 
heat loads up to 20 MW/m² in combination with transient events with a power density of more 
than 1 GW/m². Beside these thermal loading conditions tungsten is also exposed to high parti-
cle fluxes such as hydrogen, helium and neutrons. To achieve more realistic test conditions and 
to investigate the influence of particle fluxes namely hydrogen on the thermal shock behaviour, 
tungsten targets were exposed to both loading conditions successively. The experiments were 
performed in collaboration between the FOM Institute DIFFER and Forschungszentrum Jülich 
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and serve as a preparation of future experiments with high heat fluxes and plasma exposure in 
the Hot Material Laboratory, especially after neutron irradation.  

Tungsten targets were exposed to high flux hydrogen-plasma in the linear plasma device Pilot-
PSI and the cyclic thermal shock tests were performed with the electron beam device JU-
DITH 1. As target material an industrially available pure tungsten (purity of 99.97 weight%) 
rod material manufactured by Plansee AG, Austria, was used. The rod had a diameter of 
12 mm and small discs were cut from it with a height of 5 mm. Before these targets were ex-
posed in both facilities the loaded surfaces were polished to a mirror finish to reduce the sur-
face roughness and obtain a reference surface structure. 

During the exposure in Pilot-PSI the hydrogen-plasma parameters were recorded by Thomson 
scattering. The plasma flux density (2.2x1023 m-²s-1 – 2.5x1024 m-²s-1) and fluence (6.6x1024 m-² 
– 3.7x1025 m-²) as well as the surface temperature (150 °C – 700 °C) were varied from target to 
target. The plasma exposed area of the tungsten targets was a circle with 8 mm diameter (red 
circle in figure 1). Additionally the tungsten targets were exposed to 100 thermal shock events 
in JUDITH 1 with a loaded area of 4x4 mm² (blue square in figure 1) and two different ab-
sorbed power densities of 242 MW/m² and 414 MW/m². The pulse duration was 5~ms which 
corresponds to a disruption like thermal shock event with a theoretical temperature rise for 
each individual pulse of approximately 1000 °C and 1700 °C respectively. Inter-pulse time was 
3 s to allow a complete cool down back to RT. After the loading in Pilot-PSI and JUDITH 1 
the targets were investigated by optical microscopy, SEM and laser profilometry. 

The obtained results and surface characterisations show that the combined loading with hydro-
gen-plasma and electrons has a significant influence on the thermal shock behaviour of tung-
sten, especially the sequence of these loading conditions. Some representative examples of 
loaded surfaces and the induced surface modifications/damages are shown in figure 1. Targets 
that were preloaded with hydrogen-plasma show a significantly different damage formation 
and pattern in contrast to the only or first electron beam loaded samples. They show lower 
crack depth and less plastic deformation and a proceeding of cracks into areas which were not 
exposed to thermal shock loads. 
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Figure 6: Overview of the induced surface modifications and damages in dependence on the loading 
conditions and sequence. The plasma and electron beam loaded areas are indicated by the red circle (d = 
8 mm) and the blue square (4 x 4 mm²). a) sample exposed to electron beam only, b) sample first ex-
posed to electron beam and afterwards to hydrogen plasma, c) sample first exposed to hydrogen plasma 
and afterwards to electron beam, d) sample exposed to hydrogen plasma only. 

 

Stainless steel as plasma facing material for ITER 
Recently a decision has been taken to eliminate the beryllium armor from the front surfaces of 
midplane and upper lateral port plugs of ITER. Instead of beryllium the bare, water-cooled, 
austenitic, stainless steel grade 316L(N)-IG, which is only a few millimetres thick, will be 
used. Its application will be sufficiently far behind the main wall of ITER to avoid direct con-
tact with plasma fluxes. Nevertheless the use of stainless steel will cause new challenges. High 
stored energy disruptions in ITER might lead to repetitive surface melting of the stainless steel 
due to its poorer thermal conductivity in comparison with beryllium. 

Therefore transient melting experiments have been performed for different cycle numbers in 
the electron beam test facility JUDITH 1 in order to investigate the impact of surface melting 
on the material. 

Hills and valleys are formed at absorbed power densities of 407 MW/m2 for 3 ms because of 
the surface tension, see Fig. 7. The height of these hills can reach values up to 200, 500, 800 
and 1700 µm after 1, 10, 100 and 1000 cycles, respectively. Since the erosion of the steel is 
assumed to be on the same order of magnitude, this damaging mechanism is a serious con-
straint for the lifetime of the steel wall. 
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Fig. 7: Top view of the molten stainless steel specimens after experiments in the electron beam test 
facility JUDITH 1 at 407 MW/m2 for 3 ms for 1, 10, 100 and 1000 cycles 

 

Finite element method analyses of ITER like first wall mock-ups 
3D finite element method (FEM) analyses have been performed to investigate the thermal be-
havior of ITER-like first wall (FW) mock-ups under high heat flux (HHF) load. The utilized 
simulation tool is ANSYS14 workbench.  

The mock-up consists of a 20*20*10 mm³ beryllium tile brazed on a CuCrZr block with awater 
cooling pipe in the center. The main geometry of the mock-up is shown in Fig. 8. The cooling 
water condition is as follows: temperature 100°C, pressure 2 MPa, velocity 5 m/s. The top sur-
face of Be is loaded with cyclic heat flux with absorbed power density various from 1 to 
3 MW/m². One cycle is defined as 40s power on / 40s power off with continuous water cool-
ing. Simulation was applied on one quarter of the full geometry due to the symmetry.  

Figure 9 shows the temperature distribution of the mock-up after loaded with the absorbed heat 
flux 2 MW/m² for 40s. It can be seen that the maximum temperature (424.9°C) appears at the 
top surface of Be where intensive heat flux was loaded on.  The temperature (T) decreases 
gradually along the depth direction (from depth 0 to depth 10 mm). E.g., at depth of 8 mm, T is 
293.8 °C and at depth of 10 mm (the interface between Be and CuCrZr), T is 264.67°C. 

 

n = 1 n = 10

n = 1000 n = 100

5 mm 
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Figure 8. 3D geometry of the full  mock-up Figure 9. Temperature distribution of  one quarter geome-
try of the mock-up, 2MW/m², 40s 

The simulation results are compared with the experimental data. As shown in figure 10, TE 
represents the temperature measured by thermocouples which located near to the Be/CuCrZr 
interface, while Pyro and IR camera indicate the Be top surface temperature measured by py-
rometers and infrared camera, respectively. FEM T is the temperature calculated by numerical 
simulations. It can be seen that the FEM results have very good coherence to the temperatures 
measured by thermocouples although a gap to the temperatures measured by optical methods is 
distinguishable.  
 

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of temperatures from experiments and simulation 
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8. Contributions to Wendelstein 7-X 

 
 

 

Wendelstein 7-X is the largest stellarator in the world being built in Greifswald, Germany. The 
mission of this helical advanced stellarator (HELIAS) type device is to show good energy and 
particle confinement with highly reduced net-currents in the plasma equilibrium obtained. This 
route promises an intrinsic stationary confinement of a fusion relevant high temperature plasma 
and thus an attractive alternative to the concept of a pulsed tokamak.  

One key ingredient to this stationary operation is the reliable and stable exhaust of energy and 
particles to maintain the first wall and divertor integrity and keep the plasma clean enough for 
sustained fusion power production. Wendelstein 7-X is the first step on this route and the in-
vestigation of plasma-wall interactions and the qualification of the divertor scheme used is an 
important element of the research strategy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The divertor concept used is the island divertor. It employs magnetic islands in the plasma 
edge, which represent the interface between the core plasma and the plasma facing components 
(see figure 1). These islands are inherent to the magnetic topology in this optimized stellarator. 
They will be intersected by the helical divertor plates resulting in an open helical magnetic flux 
tube structure in the domain of the islands. The qualification of this island divertor concept is 

Figure 1: Sketch oft he magnetic topology at Wendelstein 7-X. The plasma core as confinement 
region is surrounded by intrisnic magnetic islands. They are employed to form the island di-
vertor concept. Qualification of this divertor concept on stationary time scales is a key elemnt 
oft he research strategy. 
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mandatory to explore the capability of a HELIAS type stellarator with island divertor as a can-
didate for a future fusion power plant.  

 

Diagnostics for the Edge Plasma of Wendelstein 7-X 

Forschungszentrum Jülich plans to be deeply involved in this high priority issue. We are de-
veloping a set of diagnostics to experimentally investigate the divertor functionality and the 
resulting plasma wall interaction. To tackle this, a project was initiated as shown in figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

The project is based on the scientific headline “Plasma-Surface Interaction in a Three-
Dimensional Plasma Boundary at Wendelstein 7-X”. It encompasses a set of diagnostics 
suited to characterize (a) divertor functionality and plasma edge transport and (b) the plasma 
surface interaction and plasma material interface. The setup suggested includes as well (c) di-
agnostics to study the coupling between plasma edge and core plasma (called the core-edge 
interface) and (d) an ICRH antenna system as a major technical development to address plasma 
wall loads due to fast particles and wall conditioning methods with radio frequency waves. 

All systems are based on the dedicated expertise of FZJ and at the same time match open gaps 
in the diagnostic suite of Wendelstein 7-X.  

The edge diagnostics are capable to quantify flows in the helical island structure at the plasma 
edge and hence quantify the divertor regime as well as the exhaust capabilities. The thermal 

Figure 2: Project structure in Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) to contribute to the scientific ex-
ploitation of Wendelstein 7-X. The diagnostic systems considered based on the expertise in FZJ 
are ordered along the physics questions. Single projects are categorized along: A – Feasibility 
study and startup of design, B – execution phase and C – delivery status. 
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helium beam diagnostic (He-beam) employs measurement the emission of three dedicated neu-
tral helium transitions to deduce electron temperature and density. Two systems are foreseen 
each one at the end of an open helical island flux tube, which allows quantifying up-down 
asymmetries in the divertor conditions.  

This setup will be accompanied by a fast reciprocating probe system positioned almost sym-
metric along the open magnetic flux bundle in between the He-beam diagnostic locations. This 
will allow to measure the plasma parameters at the ideal symmetry point and hence to quantify 
the divertor flow regime. This is an important measure to determine if the parallel heat 
transport to the divertor plates is conduction limited or is carried as well by a convective con-
tribution. Steering these two heat flux channels can allow to protect the divertor plates from 
high heat loads and hence is an important physics aspect of stationary operation. 

 

Diagnostics for plasma surface characterization 

Laser based techniques are considered for usage to characterize the plasma material interface. 
By means of Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), Laser Induced Absorption and 
Desorption (LIAD) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) in situ quantification of re-deposited 
surface material and neutral densities in front of the plasma facing components is possible. 
This can be applied anywhere in the machine but is in particular attractive at a facility for ex-
posure of test samples. This is envisaged through the design of a divertor manipulator. 

To extrapolate the findings and compare them within the complex three-dimensional magnetic 
topology of Wendelstein 7-X, the EMC3-Eirene fluid plasma and kinetic neutral transport code 
will be used. A set of synthetic diagnostics are being implemented to link the experimental 
measurements of the diagnostic setup together. 

Feasibility studies were launched for all projects marked as category A in figure 2. The out-
come of these feasibility studies will be used to decide whether they can be shifted to category 
B. 

 

Diagnostics for characterization of the core-edge interface 

Two systems were developed during the last decade and are ready for delivery to Wendelstein 
7-X (marked as category C). They will be actually the first two diagnostic systems to arrive 
and hence represent pilot diagnostics for many aspects. The HEXOS vacuum ultraviolet spec-
trometer will be delivered to Wendelstein 7-X in Mai 2013 and hence final steps are undertak-
en to prepare the smooth transition. A calibration unit will be developed and tested and the 
CoDaC system will be enhanced to be compatible with the Wendelstein 7-X requirements.  

The imaging Bragg X-ray spectrometer and the dispersion interferometer are two more systems 
which are in delivery or execution phase. First measurements were taken to qualify the systems 
functionality and their applicability to Wendelstein 7-X. 
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Imaging Bragg Spectrometer 

The commissioning of the compact Bragg spectrometer designed and developed at the tokamak 
TEXTOR for Wendelstein 7-X was completed successfully during the year 2011. The first 
spectra of He-like argon measured during the latest experimental campaign demonstrated the 
high performance of the instrument. The excellent wavelength resolution of the spectrometer 
allows the measurements of ion and electron temperatures and concentration of impurity 
species at Wendelstein 7-X in the near future. Examples of the spectra recorded using 5 CCDs 
during the plasma discharge are demonstrated in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Fig. 3: Spectra of He-like Argon measured at the tokamak TEXTOR for the shot # 116293 (left) and # 
116355(right). The spectra were recorded using 5 CCDs as shown on the left. The most prominent w 
and z lines of the spectra have the strongest intensities. The spectra binned along the vertical direction 
are shown for every active CCD on the right (channel #4 not operational). 

 

Dispersion interferometer 

The dispersion interferometer is a new concept of an electron density measurement in fusion 
devices which offers some very promising advantages compared to the commonly applied far-
infrared heterodyne interferometer systems: (i) long-pulse suitability, (ii) high vibration 
tolerance, (iii) resilience with respect to transient signal losses, and (iv) it is well suited to work 
in double pass mode using internal mirrors or retro-reflectors. A multi-channel system is under 
development in close collaboration with the Budker institute, Novosibirsk.  

Four channels have been manufactured and first measurements were taken already in 2010. 
The analysis of the data revealed that the system is sensitive to small changes of the laser 
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temperature which causes mode or line jumps and disturbs the signal. Work done in 2011 
focused on improving the temperature control of the applied CO2-lasers. The hardware of three 
of the four modules has been upgraded already and the software of the laser control unit has 
been adopted accordingly. Extensive laboratory tests will be conducted soon. In future the 
dispersion interferometer will be used to measure the electron density evolution after massive 
gas injection in TEXTOR and to study the dynamics of the runaway electron beam plasma 
during the post-disruption phase. TEXTOR will be used to demonstrate the long pulse 
capability of the system. The channels developed in FZJ will accompany the Wendelstein 7-X 
system used for plasma density control. 
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ITER is a large-scale magnetic fusion experiment under construction in Cadarache, France, 
which aims to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion energy 
production. The linear dimensions of ITER are only about a factor of 2 larger than those of the 
largest existing fusion experiments, while the target fusion power of 500 MW and pulse 
duration in the range of 10 min represent a significant step forward on the way towards an 
economic fusion power production. 

Most of the ITER components will be provided “in kind” by the seven ITER partners Europe, 
Japan, USA, Russian Federation, China, Korea and India to Cadarache, with a staged approach 
for completion and commissioning of the ITER machine, aiming at achieving the first plasma 
in 2019 and full D-T plasma performance several years later. The fusion laboratories world-
wide, being the carriers of key knowledge in fusion technology, are taking over significant 
work packages for the development of ITER components within their fields of expertise and 
interest, and by collaborating and transferring knowledge to industry.  

 

Major contributions to ITER development 
The institute of energy and climate research at FZJ is strongly involved in the development of 
concepts and components for ITER. The main topics are as follows: 

• Development and testing of an ITER-like tungsten wall at the tokamak JET: see the 
details within the “Plasma-wall interactions” and “Technology” chapter of this report. 

• Development of the ITER Core Charge Exchange Diagnostic system, together with the 
consortium partners from the Netherlands (ITER-NL), United Kingdom (CCFE) and 
Hungary (HAS): see the details within the “Diagnostics” and the “Technology” 
chapters of this report. 

• Investigations on the lifetime prediction/optimisation and surface cleaning of ITER 
diagnostic first mirrors: see the details within the “Diagnostics” and the “Plasma-wall-
interactions” chapters of this report. 

• Development of methods for the in-situ measurement of Tritium retention within the 
first wall, material deposits and dust: see the details within the “Diagnostics” and the 
“Plasma-wall-interactions” chapters of this report. 
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• Development of disruption mitigation schemes, see the details within the report of the 
“Tokamak Physics” chapter of this report. 

• Studies on “Resonant Magnetic Perturbations” (RMPs) with the aim to control the 
plasma edge barrier and to mitigate ELMs, see the details within the “Tokamak 
Physics” chapter of this report. 

• Divertor modelling: see the details within the “Theory” chapter of this report. 

Additional work on ITER development is performed by our collaboration partners FOM and 
ERM/KMS, to which our institute is closely linked via the TEC agreement: 

• Development of the ITER Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) system, see 
the annual report by our TEC partner FOM (Rijnhuizen, NL) 

• Development of the ITER Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) system, see the 
annual report by our TEC partner ERM/KMS (Brussels, Belgium) 
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10. The HPC-FF Fusion Supercomputer 

 
 

 

HPC-FF operation in 2011 
In 2011 the IAS-JSC (Juelich Supercomputing Centre) at FZJ has again guaranteed a stable 
operation and continued to provide low level user support for the EFDA funded Fusion Super-
computer HPC-FF. Details of operation, support and user training as well as the HPC-FF ex-
ploitation has been reported independently to the EFDA HPC-FF steering committee. A num-
ber of comprehensive health check routines – developed onsite - were ready to be used after 
bringing repaired hardware parts back to the production system. This enabled (originally week-
ly) maintenance slots to be reduced to a biweekly rhythm during most of 2011.  15 of the 27 
EFDA associations have been using HPC-FF in 2011, these are 273 different persons and 354 
different user-ids. The enabling of the Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) mode in spring ena-
bled a few users to get up to 150% of their job performance seen previously.  

In a user survey conducted during summer 2011 HPC-FF users from the EFDA associates 
mostly expressed their satisfaction with the performance of the system and the good support. A 
comprehensive documentation is available on the JUROPA/HPC-FF web. 
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1. IEA Implementing Agreement on Plasma-Wall-Interactions on TEXTOR 

 

 
 

 

Specific Contributions of the Partners within the IEA Implementing 
Agreement 
 
Japan 
 
Tungsten material development and characterization 
H. Kurishita1, Y. Ueda2, Y. Torikai3, A. Kreter4, J.W. Coenen4, G. Pintsuk4 and J. Linke4 

 
1International Research Center for Nuclear Materials Science, Institute for Materials Research (IMR), Toho-
ku University, Oarai, Ibaraki 311-1313, Japan 
2Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan 
3Hydrogen Isotope Research Center, University of Toyama, Gofuku 3190, Toyama 930-8555, Japan 
4Forschungszentrum Jülich, EURATOM Association, 52428 Jülich, Germany 

 
    Tungsten (W) is the most promising for use as plasma facing materials/components 
(PFM/PFC) because of its many advantageous properties, and commercially available pure W 
plates in the stress relieved state are planned to be employed as the divertor material in ITER 
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor).  However, the stress-relieved W plates 
exhibit much lower recrystallization temperatures (1200~1300°C) than the melting point 
(3410°C) as well as coarse-grained structures with less amounts of effective sinks for radiation-
induced defects.  Hence, the anticipated ambience for PFM/PFC to be exposed would cause 
serious embrittlement to the W plates by recrystallization and radiation.  Kurishita and his 
coworkers succeeded in significantly decreasing the ductile brittle transition temperature of W-
1.1%TiC compacts in the recrystallized state by applying a new method (GSMM: Grain 
boundary Sliding based Microstructural Modification) to ultra-fine grained (UFG) W-
1.1%TiC:  The W-1.1%TiC compacts exhibit recrystallized nanostructures with a large number 
of effective sinks and appreciable ductility even at room temperature, and is designated as 
TFGR (Toughened, Fine Grained, Recrystallized) W-1.1%TiC.  Given the recent progress in 
materials research on W-TiC, it is appropriate to assess the alloys under closer conditions to the 
anticipated ambience in ITER.  Furthermore, it is indispensable to develop a fabrication tech-
nology in an increased scale for TFG R W-1.1%TiC components with the dimensions needed 
for the ITER divertor tiles. 

At first, I would like to report that we have successfully scaled up the available size of 
TFGR W-1.1%TiC to a tile with the dimensions of 30 x 30 x 8 (mm) to be employed in the 
ITER divertor.   

On the other hand, for TEXTOR experiments we have prepared 4 sheets of TFGR W-
1.1%TiC and W-3.3%TaC with rather complex shapes.  Main purpose of the experiments is 
qualification of new tungsten grades (doped fine-grain tungsten) with respect to their thermo-
mechanical and PMI properties in tokamak environment.  The experiments were quite success-
fully performed and the following is the summary of the experiments: 
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5 W samples exposed in TEXTOR on 24 and 25/Jan/2012:  
1. Melting of TFGR-W-1.1TiC 
2. Melting of TFGR-W-3.3TaC 
3. Erosion of TFGR-W-1.1TiC 
4. Erosion of TFGR-W-3.3TaC 
5. Loading of conventional W plate with D (provided by Y. Torikai) 

Evaluation of exposure conditions: 
• Ne, Te by He-beam (A. Kreter, O. Schmitz) 
• H/D, W, Ti and C particle fluxes on samples by LL1 spectroscopy (J.W. Coenen, A. Po-

spieszczyk) 
• Surface temperature / heat load by IR thermography (J.W. Coenen) 
All these analyses for the relevant melting and close-to-melting shots and for 1 representa-

tive shot for the erosion experiment. 
 
 
 
Test limiter experiments in TEXTOR 
Y. Ueda1, A. Kreter2, J.W. Coenen2, V. Philipps2, A. Pospieszczyk2, T. Tanabe3, M. Yoshida3,  
Y. Torikai4, H. Kurishita5, and the TEXTOR team 

 
1Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan 
2Institute für Energieforschung, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Association EURATOM-FZJ, Germany 
3 Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Science, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812-8581, Japan 
4Hydrogen Isotope Research Center, University of Toyama, Gofuku 3190, Toyama 930-8555, Japan 
5Institute for Materials Research (IMR), Tohoku University, Oarai, Ibaraki 311-1313, Japan 
 

Melt layer behavior and erosion of tungsten in a strong magnetic field was studied by 
exposing newly developed tungsten grade; TFGR (Toughened, Fine-Grained, Recrystallized) –
W1.1TiC and 3.3TaC by Prof. Kurishita. TFGR-W shows ductility at room temperature, which 
is not observed for common tungsten materials. In the last experimental campaign, we exposed 
TFGR W1.1TiC to TEXTOR edge plasma to study deuterium retention. In this campaign, 
TFGR W1.1TiC and 3.3Tac were exposed to higher heat flux to observe melt layer behavior 
and structure of resolidified layer. 

We made three types of experiments; (a) a melt experiment with TFGR-W1.1TiC, (b) a 
melt experiment with TFGR-W3.3TaC, (c) an erosion experiment at ~1500 ˚C with both TFGR 
W grades. A sample size is about 22 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness. One sample was 
mounted near the top of the graphite roof limiter with two Mo screws for melt experiments. For 
the erosion experiment, two TFGR W(1.1TiC and 3.3TaC) were mounted on one roof limiter. 
For TFGR-W1.1TiC, Ti release from the sample increased significantly at temperatures above 
about 1500 ˚C, which is very close to the melting point of Ti (1668˚C). Therefore, Ti atoms 
which was not combine with C (TiC) were released at this temperature. In addition, TiC disper-
soids could be decomposed by plasma exposure. But this Ti release decreased with plasma 
shots and eventually almost stopped. This indicated that Ti existed in only near surface area 
was released. This will be examined by postmortem analysis. On the other hand, release of Ta 
was very moderate and was not significantly increased until surface temperature reached the 
melting temperature of tungsten.   

Resolidified surfaces of both TFGR-W grades showed quite different morphologies. 
For TFGR-W3.3TaC, most of surface was relatively smooth but showed many cracks and blis-
tering. This W grade could be brittle at elevated temperatures. In addition, it could contain 
some gaseous materials along grain boundaries. On the other hand, for TFGR-W 1.1TiC, sur-
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face morphology was very rough with many small pits, which could be formed by the burst of 
Ti in the bulk at elevated temperatures. More detailed analysis is in progress. 
 
 
Tritium accumulation in tungsten exposed to TEXTOR plasmas 
Yuji Torikai and Akira Taguchi 

 
Hydrogen Isotope Research Center, University of Toyama, Gofuku 3190, Toyama 930-8555, Japan  

 
Tungsten (W) is a promising plasma-facing candidate material for limiters installed in 

future fusion reactors because of such favourable properties as high melting point, low sputter-
ing yield, and low hydrogen solubility. For the final selection of the most adequate type of W-
based material, however, further improvement of the present data base is needed. As plasma-
facing material, W subjected to low-energy deuterium-tritium plasmas containing carbon impu-
rities. 

In this study, the diffusion-induced distribution and accumulation of tritium on W previ-
ously exposed to TEXTOR plasmas was examined utilizing the imaging plate (IP) technique. 
In practice, a sheet of polycrystalline W was placed on the TEXTOR limiter at the ion diamag-
netic drift side and exposed to several deuterium plasmas. Subsequently, the W sheet was cut 
into smaller samples completely avoiding the use of oil. The obtained specimens were then 
introduced into a vacuum system, annealed at 573 K for 3 h under a vacuum of 10-6 Pa and 
finally exposed to 1.2 kPa of a gaseous D-T mixture at 573 K for 3 h. Tritium concentrations 
on the specimen surfaces were evaluated by IP.  Figure 1 shows: a) a plasma-exposed tungsten 
sheet mounted on the TEXTOR limiter, b) six specimens cut from the tungsten sheet (limits 
barely visible), and c) IP images of avers and reverse side of specimens after subsequent expo-
sure to deuterium plasma and tritium. Figure 1(c) compares IP images from the deuterium 
plasma exposed side with the unexposed side of W specimens. Numbers near the IP images 
give the intensity of the photo-stimulated luminescence (PSL) in [mm-2h-1].  

The IP image technique reveals that tritium is distributed non-homogeneously on the sur-
face of the plasma-exposed and non-exposed W plates, the distribution being different on both 
sides. It should be noted that the T areal density on the unexposed W sheet is comparable to 
that of the plasma-exposed side except for a narrow zone close to the centre. In the central part 
of the plasma-exposed W plates, the T areal density is about 10 times higher than that on other 
surface area. It is likely that the relatively high concentration of tritium in this small area is 
caused by a carbon deposition layer containing abundant tritium trapping sites. 

More work is in progress aiming to improve knowledge on the mechanisms responsible 
for tritium retention and accumulation on W in which trapping plays a salient role. Further ex-
periments are under way to expose tungsten (i) to TEXTOR plasmas (D and He plasmas) under 
a variety of conditions, i.e. low temperature, melting layer, etc and (ii) to D plasmas in a linear 
plasma generator (MAGNUM, VISION 1 and JAEA Rokkasho, etc.).  
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Figure 1. Tungsten sheet on limiter (a) and specimen cut from the tungsten sheet (b), and corresponding 
specimen with IP image after tritium exposer (c). Numbers in the figure are PSL intensities (PSL mm-1h-

1) of given position. 
 
 
 
Extension of EMC3-EIRENE and modeling study of physical sputtering for impu-
rity transport simulation by ERO 
G. Kawamura1, M Kobayashi1, Y. Tomita1, A. Kirschner2, D. Borodin2, Y. Feng3 

 
1National Institute for Fusion Science, Gifu 509-5292, Japan 
2Institut für Energieforschung-Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany 
3Max-Plank-Institut für Plasmaphysik, Graifswald Germany 
 

Extension of 3D fluid code and investigation of physical sputtering in magnetic field has 
been carried out to realize impurity transport simulation in realistic plasma configuration. 

Simulation of impurity generation and transport in a fusion device is an important issue for 
estimation of lifetime of plasma-facing components. We have been developing one-
dimensional fluid model of LHD divertor plasma and applying it to ERO code. The three-
dimensional distribution of plasma is, however, important for quantitative analysis of impurity 
transport. The plasma transport code, EMC3-EIRENE, is used to simulate the ergodic layer, i.e. 
edge/SOL, in LHD. We developed the calculation grid covering the erogoic and divertor plas-
mas and tools to make the grid system automatically. The large magnetic shear in LHD causes 
difficulty in making a single grid system covering the whole plasma. We divided the plasma to 
edge, four legs and four vacuum regions and connected them each other (see Fig.1). The elec-
tron temperature distribution by a test calculation is given in Fig. 2. The profile is continuously 
connected through the grid boundaries and physically valid. The grid is, however, not complete 
and therefore, requires reconstruction with optimization. The grid and automated generation 
tools are under development. 

Calculation of sputtering yield in ERO simulations is based on Bohdansky-Yamamura model 
and incident angle distribution of background ions does not involve the effect of magnetic 
field. In order to take it into account, we are developing calculation code which traces many 
ion particles in background electric field calculated by a PIC (particle-in-cell) code. The orbit 
of a carbon ion is shown in Fig. 3. The sputtering yield is obtained from the distributions of 
incident angle and energy and the revised physical sputtering model in Eckstein report 2007. 
Results for divertor plate of LHD and ITER-like devices will be presented in 20th PSI confer-
ence. 
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Three-dimensional MHD equilibrium with resonant magnetic perturbed fields in 
tokamaks 
Yasuhiro Suzuki 
 
National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan 
 
   In recent tokamak experiments, it is noted that stochastic field lines reduce strong heat load 
driven by the edge localize mode (ELM) to the divertor plate. Stochastic field lines are pro-
duced by the external perturbed field and it is called the Resonat Magnetic Perturbation (RMP). 
From the viewpoint of high-stellarator equilibrium, 3D effects on the stochastic field are very 
important because pressure-induced perturbed field makes further stochasticity in the peripher-
al region. However, in present analysis of RMP fields, a vacuum helical perturbed field super-
imposed on a 2D MHD equilibrium, a so-called vacuum approximation, is widely used. Since 
the vacuum approximation does not include the plasma response, considerations including the 
plasma response and its impact are critical and urgent issue.  
An important plasma response is the shielding effect of the external field. If the plasma rotates, 
the RMP field is shielded by the plasma response. Modeling and simulation of the shielding are 
done in the vacuum approximation. However, if the RMP field is superposed and the magnetic 
field is stochastized, the pressure and current density profiles might be changed. Therefore, the 
plasma boundary and geometry might be changed.  
   In this study, as a first step of 3D MHD modeling, the fully 3D MHD equilibrium of non-
axisymmetric tokamak is solved numerically and equilibrium responses are studied. For this 
study, we use a 3D MHD equilibrium code HINT2, which is widely used to analyze the 3D 
equilibrium of helical system plasmas. Since HINT2 uses the real coordinate system, HINT2 
can treat magnetic island and stochastic field in the computational domain.  
3D MHD equilibrium of DIII-D plasma, which includes the effect of the EFCC (Error Field 
Correction Coil) and RMP (Resonant Magnetic Perturbation) fields, was studied. To model the 
rotational screening, the effect of the toroidal rotation is included in the HINT2. If the plasma 
rotates along the toroidal direction, the pressure distribution shifts to the outward of the torus 
because of the inertial force. In addition, the viscos force drives the shielding current on the 
rational surface. For some typical shots, improved HINT2 is tested in 2D calculation. As next 
step, we will study 3D MHD equilibrium calculation including the toroidal rotation. Then, the 
code will applied to the JET study. 
 
 
 

B 
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Fig 2: calculated electron 
temperature contour. 

Fig 3: orbit of a carbon 
ion in sheath plasma. 

Fig 1: a combined 
grid system. 
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Ejection of pre-characterized carbon dust in TEXTOR 
N. Ashikawa1, and A. Litnovsky2  
 
1National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan 
2Institut für Energieforschung-Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Germany 
 
  Dust studies are important issues related to radioactive impurity accumulations into core 
plasmas and tritium retentions in thermonuclear fusion devices with magnetic confinements 
[1]. Thus, for understanding characteristics of dust particles, their movements and surface 
analyses have been investigated in stellarator/heliotrons and tokamaks.  
  In the large helical device (LHD), a dust collection using filters with a vacuum pumping sys-
tem was performed from 2001 to 2005. The main materials of LHD are stainless steel for the 
first wall and graphite for the divertor plate. Therefore mainly two types of dust elements have 
been observed. One is spherical-shaped carbon dusts and the others are irregular-shaped dusts 
consisting of iron, nickel, chromium and molybdenum. In TEXTOR, dust collections were 
done using the same method and their dusts are made by carbon due to the materials of plasma 
facing components.  
  For understanding dust dynamics, movements using pre-characterized dust particles are ana-
lyzed in TEXTOR. Dust particles of spherical glassy carbon are installed and exposed to plas-
ma discharges by the movable limiter. Two kinds of spherical dust, these diameters of 8 and 
120 microns, are used in these experiments to compare effective forces of dust dynamics, such 
as Lorentz, rocket, gravity, friction and electrostatic forces. After dust particles leaving their 
holder due to exposing of plasma, these lifetimes measured by high-speed visible camera are 
about 1-10 ms and this order is the same in LHD.  
  These dust injection experiments are considered as a demonstration of moving dust particles 
produced by chemical reactions and erosions. It is also an effective method to investigate a 
lifetime of dust particles. An initial position, an element and a diameter of dust particles are 
kwon and these dust particles interact with similar histories of plasma conditions, such as elec-
tron temperatures, on the way of their moving process. And then, an analysis of dust size dis-
tributions with changing diameters along the moving direction can be estimated as an ablating 
phenomenon of one dust particle. Lifetimes of dust particles and moving areas related plasma 
parameters are compared experimental results with theoretical model in the future works.  
 
[1] G. Federici, et al., Fusion Eng. Design 39-40, 445 (1998).  
[2] J.P. Sharpe, A.Sagara et al., J. Nucl. Meter. 313-316, 445 (2003).  
[3] K. Koga et al., Plasma Fusion. Res. 4, 034 (2009). 
 
 
 
Excitation and suppression of Alfven eigenmodes (AEs) by using DED coil 
T. Shoji (Nagoya University), A. Tsushima (Yokohama National University), K. Toi (NIFS) 
M. Lehnen (IEKP, KFA) 
 
   Alfven eigenmodes (AEs) were excited by applying small rf current (<4A) on DED coils. 
The effects of the edge magnetic perturbation on AEs have been studied by superimposing the 
DC current on the DED coils. Experiments this period were devoted to get more excited wave 
data by using fast magnetic probe together with Mirnov coils to identify AEs. In Fig 1, we 
compare the excited TAE frequency with theoretical prediction for various plasma parameters 
(Ip, Bt and ne). Because of plasma noise problems, there are still difficulties detecting excited 
TAE modes around 200kHz.  Some results on suppression of AEs by DED fields were demon-
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strated by applying DED fields (3/1) (Fig. 2). Even with 3/1 DC DED field under few kA 
where tearing modes are excited, DED error field tends to suppress TAE modes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 1 TAE mode frequencies excited in 
     various plasmas 

Fig. 2 Suppression of AEs by DED fields 
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Development of diagnostics for plasma-wall interaction studies  
Compiled by D.L. Hillis1, C.C. Klepper1, A. Kreter2 and O. Schmitz2 

 
1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6169, USA 
2Institute for Energy and Climate Research - Plasma Physics, Forschungszentrum Jülich,  
 Association EURATOM-FZJ, Trilateral Euregio Cluster, Germany 

 
A versatile edge diagnostic tool HELIOS based on the line ratio technique on helium for 

measuring profiles of electron density and temperature as well as the density of neutral partic-
les was developed by collaboration between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and FZJ. 
The system utilizes the ORNL filterscope diagnostic system. A 48 channel filterscope system 
was installed and commissioned on TEXTOR in 2011. New data of ne and Te profiles in front 
of the ICRH antenna with a spatial resolution of ~2mm and 200 Hz temporal resolution were 
obtained. Experiments with the system will continue in 2012 with the aim to obtain the neutral 
density profile in front of the ICRH antenna, which is a high priority ITER task.  

ORNL is also developing a diagnostic technique to measure the Electric Field in front of 
the ICRH antenna. Utilizing existing spectroscopic views of the TEXTOR ICRH antennae on 
TEXTOR, ORNL is utilizing the Stark Broadening technique to measure the electric field 
during ICRH experiments. These measurements are extremely important to understanding how 
the ICRH antenna couples power from the antenna to the core plasma via its interaction with 
the boundary plasma. Initial experiments produced promising results in 2011 and will continue 
in 2012. Measurements have also been performed on Tore Supra and a Physical Review Letter 
has been submitted on the topic. 

An in-vacuo Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy (GDOES) system has been 
proposed for a comprehensive analysis of the material sample surface after its exposure to the 
edge plasma without need to remove sample from vacuum chamber and/or expose target 
surface to air. Commercial systems are presently available, but they are optimized for industrial 
surface engineering applications. Recent studies have showed promising applications of this 
technique for plasma-surface interactions relevant to magnetic fusion energy. A feasibility stu-
dy of GDOES system for the linear plasma device PSI-2 has been started in 2011 by joint ef-
forts of ORNL and FZJ. 
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Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMP) 
Compiled by O. Schmitz 

 
Institute for Energy and Climate Research - Plasma Physics, Forschungszentrum Jülich,  
Association EURATOM-FZJ, Trilateral Euregio Cluster, Germany 
 

In the field of edge transport and plasma surface interaction with RMP, special focus 
was put on analysis of the edge profile manipulations during safety factor scans. After resol-
ving the resonant character of pedestal profile modification in the previous reporting period, 
now detailed profile and gradient manipulation in the ELM suppressed windows at DIII-D was 
on the agenda. A dedicated two day experiment was conducted under FZJ leadership with fine 
step shot to shot edge safety factor variations. A steep edge density plasma gradient was resol-
ved at the separatrix yielding a reduction of the pedestal width with approximate similar pe-
destal height when ELMs are suppressed. This observation is in qualitative agreement with 
EPED pedestal stability modeling and detailed comparison to peeling ballooning mode stability 
is ongoing.  Experimental data from TEXTOR and DIII-D were continued being used to vali-
date and advance the EMC3-Eirene plasma fluid transport and kinetic neutral transport code. 
The results from this cooperative development were applied to RMP ELM control at ITER 
within a grant from F4E covering an ITER task agreement. 
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